2012 and End Times Prophecy
2012: An Awakening
Explore the mystery of the 2012 prophecy in a whole new light. This film
goes deeper than the vague predictions made by ancient prophets and
seers; it explores how the earth is in the middle of a transformation that
will change the way we live our lives forever. Understand how the changes
we see around us are unfolding right now. Learn the true nature of the
Mayan Calendar, understand the workings and meanings of its cycles
and end-date, and see that not only did the Maya track and measure
time, cycles and nature, but they charted a galactic alignment that occurs
once every 26,000 years.Featuring the leading authors in the 2012 genre,
including David Icke, Patrick Geryl, Adrian Gilbert, Geoff Stray, Gregg
Braden, Annabel Burton, Peter Taylor and John Major Jenkins.Produced
by Winterhill Productions over a period of 18 months while travelling around
the globe interviewing the experts. Made in association with Conscious
Media Network and Reality Films. 60+ min. $19.95 DVD 883629975139
RYE 1060
2012: Mayan Prophecy and the Shift of the Ages
Is December 21, 2012 the end of the world as we know it? Climate change
seems inevitable with countless hurricanes, earthquakes and innumerable
disasters around the globe in recent years. What did the ancient Maya
know and why did they place such significance on this date? As we near
the final date of the Mayan Calendar, mankind must face what is perhaps
the most difficult hurdle of all…a profound change in ourselves. This
enigmatic film unveils the other side to the 2012 engima; The Underlying
Mystery of 2012; The True Nature of Time; Current Evolution of the Human
Mind. Geoff Stray and Philip Coppens take us on a journey into the Mayan
mysteries to uncover a startling perspective on 2012, the lost meaning of
the great cycle of the ages. They challenge the doomsday prophets and
argue that 2012 is not the apocalyptic end of times, it is in fact only the
beginning. Time will never be the same again.
77 min. $19.95 DVD 883629977621RYE 1059
Science of Soul...The End-Time Solar Cycle of
Chaos in 2012 A.D DVD
From the unified mind’s eye of John Jay Harper comes the complete
visionary integration of physics and metaphysics, a Science of Soul. In
no uncertain terms, the Egyptians and Mayans did reveal to us in art,
story, and symbolic temple rite form the life force energy that is about to
also turn our world upside down and inside out. In a galactic “pole shift”
that will ripple its serpentine solar power current through the swirling molten
iron core of our planet, this cataclysm will impact consciousness, climate,
culture, and civilization like no other nuclearforce known to mankind.
Science of Soul unlock’s the truth of ancient and modern wisdom-keepers.
How Gnostics, Freemasons, Knights Templar, Shamans, Serpent and
Sun Gods came to reveal the hidden, and so often, forbidden knowledge
of the End-Time Solar Cycle of Chaos in era-2012 A.D
101 min. $19.95 DVD 883629178981 RYE 1004
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Apocalypse 2012: The World After Time Ends
This is a documentary that revives humanity’s ancient spiritual past with Native American
spiritualists, secular prophets, environmentalists, healers and leaders in the global
sustainability movement. Director Bruce Weaver clearly Illustrates that only a spiritual and
mythic revival can correct humanity’s course. From stories by Sequoyah Trueblood, a
former Green Beret and Choctaw medicine man, to the eco-visionary insights of
environmentalist Dr. John Todd. Apocalypse 2012 will challenge the world to rethink, regroup
and revive the ancient spiritual paths modern society has lost, clearly to its peril. Apocalypse
2012 is a call to end mechanized ways of existence by waking to the buried callings of our
ancient soul song. The time is now. Humanity is barreling past the point of no return. Fueled
by hope, but awake to our catastrophic path, this film explores in a penetrating and, at
times, disturbing way the very real fate of the planet and the potential of the individual to
shift the collective course – if changes are made. Some viewers may close their hearts and
minds to the revelations in this film. Others will awaken with increased hope, feeling less
threatened and fearful, more deeply inspired to build a sustainable future for posterity.
Prepare for the coming apocalypse of change, for it is coming and for those who are
prepared, a new dawn will arise. “Unsettling and invigorating,” Jesse Wolf Hardin.
120 min. $19.95 DVD 886470025787 RYE 1104
Nostradamus and the End Times: Prophecies of the
Apocalypse DVD
According to the ancient prophecies of Nostradamus, the end times are now upon us.
Nostradamus and the End Times introduces the viewer to the bizarre, shadowy and terrifying
cosmology of the world famous medieval seer. Learn how this humble apothecary rose to
become the close confidante and advisor of the French royal family and how his grim
predictions were condemned as black magick by the Church. Only the influence and
patronage of the French Queen saved Michel de Nostredame from charges of heresy and
certain death at the hands of the Inquisition. Join O.H. Krill, James Earnshaw and Brian
Allan in this timely warning as they explore the truth and myths behind the enigmatic
prophecies and quatrains credited to this legendary prophet. Was he a sorcerer or was he
a genius? Learn how he accurately predicted the death of kings, the great fire of London,
the rise of Adolph Hitler and the holocaust of the Second World War.Even Osama bin
Laden and al-Qaeda are revealed, as are the current wars and tribulations in the Middle
East. Learn that his most worrying prophecy concerns the end of humanity itself as the
earth collides with a celestial body, the biblical death-star Wormwood, in a gigantic, final
cataclysm. Is the end of humanity at hand? The answer is here, dare you ignore it?
100 min. $19.95 DVD 886470025770 RYE 1105
THE ULTIMATE 2012 COLLECTION 3-DVD
Explore the Mystery of the Mayan Prophecy.
A GALACTIC ALIGNMENT THAT OCCURS ONCE EVERY 26,000 YEARS IS JUST
AROUND THE CORNER
• 2012 Mayan Prophecy
• 2012 An Awakening
• Ancient Code: The Movie
Explore the Mystery of the Mayan Prophecy In a Whole New Light – OVER 3 HOURS OF
CUTTING EDGE 2012 INFO PLUS SPECIAL FEATURES
230 min. $24.95 3-DVD 885444912887 RYE 1099 3-DVD Set
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UFOs and Extraterrestrials
The Billy Meier
Story: UFO’s and
Prophecies from
Outer Space DVD
In 1958, Billy Meier
predicted the Iraq
Wars, AIDS and
global warming. Is it
the biggest hoax or…
the most important
story in human
history? You’ll find the
startling answer in
this remarkable, truelife story about how a young Swiss boy’s meetings with
extraterrestrials would eventually lead him later in life
through dozens of countries, meeting many famous world
leaders – including Saddam Hussein – in order to fulfill
ancient prophecies. This one-armed farmer from
Switzerland has taken hundreds of the most startling
photos in UFO History and has even filmed what he refers
to as “Beam Ships” used by sentient beings that hail from
a star system near the Pleiades. He has been able to
produce photographs, film footage, sound recordings and
even metal samples as evidence of his visitations. You’ll
be captivated by how in his twenties, “Billy” Eduard Albert
Meier was transformed into “The Phantom” (a real life
combination of Indiana Jones, Lawrence of Arabia and
Han Solo) and by packing a .44 Magnum was able to
apprehend serial killers and mass murderers. Meier’s life
story is an enigmatic journey that ultimately culminates
with him becoming the messenger for an advanced race
of beings know as the Plejaran. Their message is clear:
earth is in trouble, the people have been asleep, and we
must make drastic changes or there will be devastating
consequences for all of mankind. Is this story real or too
incredible for us to grasp? You must decide for yourself,
but if it’s a hoax, why has Meier been the target of 21
assassination attempts? Could it be that the message
that humanity so desperately needs to hear is not
welcome by many of our world leaders? Special Features
-The Skeptics view on the Meier Case, Billy Meier on the
true nature of Evolution, the first inster stellar musical
collaboration and much more.
90 min. DVD $19.95 883629999685 RYE 1063
Aliens, Abductions and Visitations DVD
"The rise in UFO sightings is due to the increase in alien
activity on Earth. The aliens are abducting people in larger
numbers and it isn’t going to stop anytime soon," says an
abductee who claims to be regularly visited by aliens from
another solar system. What’s happening here? Dr. John
Edward Mack investigated over 800 claimed abductees
and spent countless hours with these individuals, only to
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find that what struck
him
was
the
'ordinariness' of those
in the study, including
restaurant owners,
secretaries, prison
guards, college
s t u d e n t s ,
university faculty,
and homemakers.
"The majority of
a b d u c t ees do not
appear to be deluded,
confabulating, lying,
self-dramatizing, or
suffering from a clear mental illness," he maintained. In
many instances, the alien entities state that the abductee
has a unique characteristic, resulting in repeated
abductions, implanting information subconsciously for
later "activation." This fascinating collectors set includes
three, in depth DVDs that explore unique and compelling
cases of alien visitation. Prepare for a journey into a
mysterious realm, experiencing real life stories that will
shake your world view and beliefs. UFOs are here,
whether we like it or not. 330 min. DVD $24.95
886470019717 RYE1070 3-DVD Set
UFOs and Close
Encounters Deluxe
3 DVD Set
The Most Amazing
Encounters of Alien
Abductions, Government
Cover Ups, UFO Visitations and in History! 8
HOURS OF ALIENS AND
UFOS! Aliens And The
Scalpel – Discover the
truth about Alien Implants.
The Walton Story – The most amazing Alien-UFO
Abduction in History. The Billy Meier Case – A Swiss
Farmer is in contact with an Alien Race. Ancient
Archeology – The Myth and Mystery of Planet X. Alien
Memories – Hypnotherapy reveals Encounters with Aliens.
Crop Circles – The Truth to these Enigmatic Signs from
Outer Space. Biological Evidence – An Alien Abduction
leaves behind REAL Evidence. Australian Encounters –
Learn of the remarkable UFO’s down under. Alien Origins
– Evidence of an Alien Race once having walked planet
Earth. WE ARE NOT ALONE!
8+ Hrs DVD $24.95 885444158292 RYE 1070 3-DVD Set

UFO’s Do Not Exist!
: The Grand
Deception and
Cover-Up of the
UFO Phenomenon
DVD
From the dark years of
the UFO era, this
amazing documentary
details the facts they
DON’T want you to
know. UFO’s are real
and the government and military forces know it.
These factions have researched and investigated
sightings as early as the late 1930’s, while
simultaneously denying any interest in the UFO
phenomenon. They have been debunking and
covering up UFO sightings, crashes and incidents
for decades. This fascinating DVD covers over 100
UFO cases including: UFO sightings and encounters
during World War II and Vietnam. Exclusive Majestic
12 document connections. UFO sightings by Warren
Beatty, Stuart Whitman and Walter Cronkite. A C130
takes off in 1966, encounters a UFO and lands in
another location in the year 1982. Jackie Gleason
views crashed UFO wreckage and bodies. UFO
crash retrievals. The history of the 1940’s
Philadelphia Experiment and a visit to the Montauk
Project base where it continued into the 1980’s. You
will discover proof that UFO technology has been
used by the U.S. Government to accomplish time
travel and create total invisibility, and much more.
TWO HOURS OF THE DARKEST UFO SECRETS
ON ONE DVD!
200 min. DVD $19.95 885444681141 RYE 1098
UFOs 1973 DVD
The year was 1973. It
was a tumultuous year
filled with news of
Watergate, the Vietnam
War and many other
historical events. UFO
sightings were on the
increase culminating in
abductions
and
extraordinary sightings
through the fall of 1973. Unparalleled UFO
encounters and Alien Visitation’s occurred worldwide
during the most extraordinary “UFO Flap” of all time.
The number of UFO reports was unprecedentedn
during this landmark year, among them are many of
the most documented cases of all time. UFO’s 1973
Film takes you inside the Pascagoula Incident, the
Charlie Hickson case, the Iran Pilot sighting, the
Coyne case, the Jeffery Greenhaw case, and many
more from around the world where in this landmark

year, the strangest and most mind-bending cases in
UFO history occurred.
90 min. DVD $19.95 885444381638 RYE 1083
Ancient Astronauts:
Our Extraterrestrial
Legacy 2-DVD Set
Dating back all the way
to the 5th Millennia BC,
Sumerian civilization
emerged seemingly
out of nowhere with no
predecessor in the land
that is now southern
Iraq. It has been known
as Mesopotamia,
Babylon and Akkadia, but the Sumerians were the
first culture to inhabit the land. We attribute to the
Sumerians over 100 of the firsts needed for an
advanced civilization. From the wheel to the first
known form of writing called “Cuneiform,” the
Sumerians also divided the heavens into 12 parts,
assigning each section of the sky with a symbol, they
were the first civilization to practice organized
agriculture, the use of a specialized labor force, and
much more. It’s clear that a vast body of knowledge
emanated from the Sumerian people but where did
they learn these things? In the early 1900’s British
archeologists began excavations in the ancient
Sumerian city of UR. They discovered thousands of
clay tablets, which detailed a time when the Sumerian
people lived amongst their gods, which they called
the “Anunnaki.” They left many wall carvings showing
their interaction with these beings depicting them with
wings or coming down from heaven on winged disks.
Amazingly, the tablets detail not only what the planets
look like from above, but the distance between the
planets in our solar system including Pluto, which
was not discovered until 1930. They also detail a
planet called “Nibiru,” the planet from which they
came, the planet of the gods. It is now clear that
many biblical tales have a much earlier version
recorded in stone, still preserved to this day from the
Sumerian legacy. From the concept of Angels, the
original story of the flood, to the true story of Adam
and Eve, what the clay tablets reveal about the
human race is utterly astounding. Learn of a time
when there were “Giants upon the earth” and see
the actual evidence and artifacts from a time when
man lived amongst his living gods! Featuring Jason
Martell, star of the History Channels “Ancient Aliens”
series. COMPREHENSIVE 2 DVD SET. OVER 4
HOURS OF ANCIENT ALIENS! 240 min. DVD
$24.95 885444971075 RYE 1100 2-DVD Set

Ancient
Astronauts:
The Gods From
Planet X 2-DVD
Do the stories in
the Bible and
other sacred texts
speak of Gods or
Extraterrestrials?
The history of the
human race and
our true origins of
where we come from can be traced back
through archeology and a careful study of our
past. Many of the world’s ancient sites and
amazing artifacts still exist, showing ancient
man’s use of advanced technology – but how
was this knowledge gained? In the early 1900’s
British archeologists began excavations in the
ancient Sumerian city of UR. They discovered
thousands of clay tablets, which detailed a time
when the first civilized people, the ancient
Sumerians, lived amongst their gods, which
they called the “Anunnaki.” They left many wall
carvings showing their interaction with these
beings depicting them with wings or coming
down from heaven on winged disks. Wherever
archaeologists unearthed these artifacts, the
symbol of the winged disk was conspicuous,
dominating temples and palaces, carved on
rocks, etched on cylinder seals, painted on
walls. It accompanied kings and priests, stood
above their thrones, “hovered” above them in
battle scenes, and was etched into their
chariots. The ancient Sumerians knew of the
planet of the gods, called “Nibiru” now known
as the “12th Planet” and understood that this
planet had an elliptical orbit returning to the
earth’s proximity every 360,000 years. The
Sumerian sign for the 12th planet the “Planet
of the Crossing,” was a cross. The ancient
Sumerians not only expected the periodic
crossing of this 12th planet with the earth but
charted its advancing course as they wanted
to prepare for the coming rains and flooding as
the strong gravitational effects of Nibiru created
havoc on earth. Mesopotamian and Hebrew
prophets considered Nibiru approaching Earth
and becoming visible to mankind as ushering
in a new era. Learn of a time when there were
“Giants upon the earth” and see the actual
evidence and artifacts from a time when man
lived amongst his living gods! Featuring Jason
Martell, star of the History Channels “Ancient
Aliens” series COMPREHENSIVE 2 DVD SET
OVER 3 HOURS OF ANCIENT ALIENS!
240 min. DVD $24.95 885444950605
RYE 1101 2-DVD Set
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UFOs and Extraterrestrials
Reality UFO Series
Volume 1 DVD
Reality Entertainment
announces the Reality
UFO Series V1, a unique
series in conjunction with
Hard Evidence and
Ufologist Magazines. The
series will focus on some
of the most compelling,
well documented cases in
UFO and Paranormal
History. Reality UFO
series Volume 1 features;
Aliens And The Scalpel by Dr Roger Leir
Discover the truth about Alien Implants. Dr. Leir has acted
as Chief of Podiatry in many Southern California Hospitals.
He has headed two surgical teams that have removed several
suspected alien implants from over 12 separate individuals.
The resultant findings attracted World-Wide attention. Dr Leir’s
work takes a serious look at the scientific and medical aspects
of the alien abduction phenomena. It is a story of not only
scientific research but explains how the author, who started as
the consummate scientific skeptic, became thoroughly
convinced that humans all over this planet are being tampered
with by another intelligence.
The Walton Story by Travis Walton
Author of the Paramount picture “Fire in the sky” gives us a
unique insight into the Walton Story. On November 5th, 1975
a group of loggers in the mountains of north eastern Arizona
observed a strange, unusually bright light in the sky. One of
those men, Travis Walton, recklessly left the safety of their
truck to take a closer look at the large UFO . Suddenly, as he
walked toward the UFO, Walton was blasted back by a bolt of
mysterious energy. Travis Walton relates in his own words the
best documented account of alien-UFO abduction yet recorded.
A fascinating Encounter.
The Billy Meier Case with Michael Horn
Michael Horn has been researching the Billy Meier UFO
Contacts for over 25 years and is now the authorized
representative for the book on the Meier case, “And Yet They
Fly”. Though he has long been fascinated with the amazing
photos, films, and other still irreproducible physical evidence,
Michael’s main focus since 1988 has been on Meier’s
prophetically accurate scientific and world event-related
information, published from 1 to more than 25 years in advance
of terrestrial discovery or occurrence. Because of the abundance
and impeccable accuracy of Meier’s material, and the failure
of professional skeptics and debunkers to duplicate any of
Meier’s hard evidence, Michael has concluded that Meier’s
credibility is unequaled by any other source, past or present.
Ancient Archeology with Kathleen Andersen
Kathleen is a free lance writer living in Seattle, Washington.
She currently writes for “Beyond” Magazine and has appeared
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in a series of columns for Quest Magazine in England.
In this program she gives a lecture on The Myth and
Mystery of Planet X. When did it begin, what do we
know now, what does the future hold? Topics include
how the Sumerian culture suddenly sprang seemingly
from nowhere in Mesopotamia, how we learned from
them the tale of the flood, of Gods who lived in the sky
with a far advanced knowledge of cosmology and the
wisdom that they brought us through the cuneiform
cylinders. Also covered are the origins of the Bible,
what we now know with recent studies by universities
and how the basics of a variety of religions tie into
Biblical stories.
180 min. DVD $19.95
883629485485 RYE 1025
Reality UFO Series
Volume 2 DVD
Reality Entertainment
presents the Reality
UFO Series V2, the
second in a unique
series in conjunction
with Hard Evidence and
Ufologist Magazines.
Featuring the most
compelling and well
documented cases in
UFO and Paranormal History. Reality UFO Series
Volume 2 includes:
Dr. Richard Boylan Ph.D., B.A.
Dr. Boylan is a Researcher, Behavioral Scientist, Exo
Anthropologist, emeritus University Associate
Professor of Psychology, Certified Clinical
Hypnotherapist, author, consultant, and researcher. Dr.
Boylan provides hypnotherapy for recalling full details
of partially-remembered close encounters with alien
beings, and for exploring previous life experiences
stored in subconscious memory. Reality UFO V2
includes his presentation of “Star Kids and Star Seeds,
their origin, identity and mission”.
Freddy Silva
Freddy Silva is one of the world’s leading experts on
UFO’s, crop circles and sacred sites, and a highly
regarded researcher into the interaction between
temples and consciousness. As a best-selling author
and filmmaker he frequently lectures internationally,
and has made keynote presentations at the
International Science and Consciousness Conference,
and the International Society For The Study Of Subtle
Energies & Energy Medicine, in addition to
appearances on The History Channel, Discovery

Channel, BBC, numerous video documentaries, and
radio shows.
Peter Khoury
Peter’s first UFO Abduction experience was in 1988,
Peter has a mark on his head where a needle was
inserted by the beings. He also has a scoop mark on
his right leg where a sample was taken. His 1992
Abduction Experience which involved two alien females,
a blonde and an Asian, became the world’s first UFO
abduction case with biological evidence. The two hair
samples, were DNA tested using the PCR method. The
investigation is still on going.
Keith Basterfield
Keith has been involved in the area of UFO research
for over two decades. In 1981 his book on Australian
UFO reports “Close Encounters of an Australian Kind”,
was published, followed in 1997 with a revised version
of “UFOs: A Report on Australian Encounters”. An active
member of the UFO community, Keith Basterfield has
lectured around the world and been involved in many of
the UFO organizations.
180 min. DVD $19.95 883629874708 RYE 1054
Nick Pope – The Man
Who Left The MOD DVD
Reality Films is pleased to
present this unprecedented
documentary film release,
NICK POPE The man who
left the MOD, the ufo
phenomena unveiled. Nick
Pope worked for the British
Ministry of Defence for
twenty one years. He
became known as the Fox Mulder of Great Britain due
to his ‘special position’ as the chief UFO investigator.
He has written four highly successful books on UFO’s
and has appeared on television and radio all over the
world. In fact, Nick Pope is probably one of the best
known UFO investigators on the planet. And yet, he is
the only official UFO investigator employed by the British
government to ever go on record. In this documentary
Nick Pope for the first time since leaving the MOD goes
on the record and spells out his beliefs, opinions and
reveals the scope of his incredible insider knowledge.
This unique DVD experience reveals and discusses:
Russians and Black Technology, Information about
Rendlesham Forest, Quantum physics, Psychology,
Government reports and sightings by insiders.
66 min. DVD $19.95 883629172309 RYE 1005

EUROPE’S
ROSWELL: UFO
crash in Aberystwyth
DVD
On a dark winter’s night
in January 1983, the
Welsh village of Llanilar
near Aberystwyth was
buzzed by a strange
flying craft, which hit
trees, scattered shiny
metal debris over four
fields and flew off apparently unaffected. One farmer
witnessed the debris and clean up operation; one
national newspaper carried the story; one civilian
investigation team made it to the site; one collection
of strange metallic debris remains. Witness for the
first time ever in graphic detail genuine pieces of a
crashed UFO. Mark Olly is an author, musician,
historian, archeologist and lecturer. Best known for
writing and presenting the ITV Granada/Sky History
Channel’s popular television series “Lost Treasures.”
Here he presents this first investigation in a series
of internationally important hidden mysteries.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629583211 RYE 1041
Alien Origins by
Lloyd Pye DVD
Lloyd Pye is at the
forefront of research into
human origins from alien
sources. His Intervention
Theory proposes that
human DNA is not of this
world. Using remarkable
scientific analysis, Lloyd
Pye makes a strong
case in this presentation
filmed
at
the
International Scientific and Metaphysical
Symposium in Australia. A double feature, this DVD
also includes Lloyd Pye’s take on the mysterious
900 year-old skull of a child that shows evidence of
an alien race once having walked planet Earth.
Judge for yourself the amazing and in-depth
research and evidence brought to light by this
incredible researcher. Did aliens once walk this
planet? Are we the result of some ancient genetic
plan? Is the evidence really there?
140 min. DVD $19.95 883629874715 RYE 1053

Lies and
Deceptions,
UFOs and the
Secret Agenda
DVD
Join Timothy
Good and Nick
Pope on a
journey into the
world of Aliens
and UFO’s, as
they explore the
latest evidence for extraterrestrial contact. As
Timothy Good states, “Contact has been
established” and in this film we discover the truth
that “they” don’t want you to know. Black
technology developed from crashed alien craft.
On-going hybridization of the human race. How
President Kennedy insisted on seeing the
Roswell alien bodies. The release of classified
top secret UK documents.Who is keeping the
secret files? When will full disclosure come? The
evidence is REAL and mounting!
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629932941 RYE 1057
Archetype
of the UFO DVD
The world of UFO’s
and Aliens is filled
with controversy,
speculation and
mystery. What are
the UFO’s? Do they
exist in reality or are
they drawn from
somewhere within
the mind of man? Do
they they emanate from another dimension
altogether or are they ancient archetypes that
we have forgotten with the sands of time? The
Archetype of the UFO tackles these dilemmas
head on, going where few UFO documentaries
have dared to go before. As we near 2012, we
now need to abandon any previous notions about
this phenomenon and delve deeper into this
fascinating realm that lures the entire human race
toward its future destiny. Be prepared to think
again, outside of standardized reasoning and
journey with us into a new paradigm on this
controversial and mounting subject. Joining O.
H. Krill and Philip Gardiner in this search is Nick
Pope, the real-life Fox Mulder with his incredible
and unique insight from his days leading the
British Ministry of Defense UFO Project.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629650692 RYE 1044
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UFOs and Extraterrestrials
Roswell, Hangar
18 and the Secret
of the Blue Room
DVD
The most enigmatic
and universally
known UFO incident
in history needs only
one name –
ROSWELL. Roswell
will never fade as it
represents the true
ushering in of the
UFO phenomenon
for time immemorial.
Dwarfing Orson Wells’ “War of the Worlds” in national and then
international hysteria, Roswell was an unparalleled turning point
for all of mankind because for the first time almost every man,
woman and child on earth was faced with the reality that we are
not alone in the universe. In early July, 1947 Major Jesse
Marcel, commander of the most technologically advanced bomb
group in the world, discovered the crash site of a downed UFO
in the New Mexico desert following a harrowing and record
breaking storm. Out of honor and duty to his country, Major
Marcel was to become the scapegoat for the largest disinformation
cover-up effort in world history. What he saw would be a secret
he would keep for many years – knowledge about the crash
itself and the ensuing battle to keep the incident covered-up by
government and military factions. Roswell would be forever
entwined in not just Major Marcel’s life but that of his children
and grandchildren for generations to come. Today Jesse
Marcel, the grandson of Major Jesse Marcel, tells his
grandfather’s story and reveals what has continued to haunt
his family for over sixty years – the legacy of ROSWELL. Join
Philip Coppens, star of the History Channel’s “Ancient Aliens”
series in this untold and unprecedented expose on the Roswell
Incident. 70 min. DVD $19.95 886470467389 RYE 1123
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ALIENS, UFOS and
the NEW WORLD
ORDER DVD
The overwhelming
evi-dence shows that
UFO’s and the Alien
Threat are VERY real.
We are being visited
by extraterrestrial
beings and the Men in
Black are fighting a
battle of secrecy to
keep us in the dark. In
this comprehensive collection you will discover firsthand
from best-selling authors, and renowned experts from
around the globe, just how horrifying the truth really is.
The governments and controlling factions of the world
DO NOT WANT YOU TO KNOW THE TRUTH. UFO’s,
ET’s and The Men In Black – See real footage of an
infamous black helicopter harassing sky watchers looking
for UFOs. What are they protecting? The evidence in this
film shows that UFO’s and the Alien Threat are VERY
real. New World Order: The Battle For Your Mind –
Who’s really behind the New World Order? Are they
trying to control our minds? More importantly, why does
Big Brother want to keep the Alien Agenda a secret?
Crop Circles and UFOs – Are Crop Circles made by
man or aliens? They appear around the globe often
before the eyes of witnesses. With thousands of images
proving their existence, Crop Circles are a fascinating
enigma. Aliens, UFO’s and Mutilations – Thousands claim
they have witnessed strange and bizarre animal
mutilations. Discover the link between UFO and Alien
sightings and the barbaric acts carried out on cattle and
other livestock across the world. THIS
COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION INCLUDES FOUR
HOURS OF ACTION PACKED UFO RESEARCH ON
ONE DVD! 240 min. DVD $24.95 886470560578
RYE 1125

Ancient Alien
Agenda:
Aliens and
UFOs from the
Area 51
Archives
3 DVD
There is startling
evidence that we
were visited by
intelligent beings
in the ancient
past. Why were
they here and
what was their
a g e n d a ?
Zecharia Sitchin is the author of the hugely successful
book series “The Earth Chronicles.” Join this amazing
scholar of ancient mysteries as he makes a scientific
and scholarly argument for Ancient Alien visits to Earth.
Sitchin was born in Russia, raised in Palestine and
graduated from the University of London. He worked
for years as a journalist and editor in Israel before
settling in New York. Sitchin, like Velikovsky and Von
Daniken, gives a compelling and entertaining
presentation detailing evidence that Ancient Aliens from
other worlds have not only visited the earth but plan to
RETURN. Sitchin’s theories are based on his belief
that some ancient myths are not myths at all but historical
and scientific texts. According to Sitchin, the ancient
Sumerian clay tablets discovered in the early 1900’s
reveal that gods from another planet called “Nibiru”
arrived on Earth some 450,000 years ago. The ancient
Sumerians knew of this planet of the gods, that Sitchin
termed the “12th Planet.” Learn of a time when there
were extraterrestrials among us and how they helped
advance our civilization, as well as how they plan to
return in the future. COMPREHENSIVE 3 DVD SET
Also featuring Jason Martell of the hit History Channel
show “Ancient Aliens.” OVER 5 HOURS OF ANCIENT
ALIENS! 3 DVD $24.95 886470387458 RYE 1122

Ancient Alien
Question DVD
On a dark winter’s
night in January
1983, the Welsh
village of Llanilar
near Aberystwyth
was buzzed by a
strange flying craft,
which hit trees,
scattered shiny
metal debris over
four fields and flew
off apparently
unaffected. One
farmer witnessed
the debris and clean up operation; one national
newspaper carried the story; one civilian investigation
team made it to the site; one collection of strange metallic
debris remains. Witness for the first time ever in graphic
detail genuine pieces of a crashed UFO. Mark Olly is
an author, musician, historian, archeologist and lecturer.
Best known for writing and presenting the ITV Granada/
Sky History Channel’s popular television series “Lost
Treasures.” Here he presents this first investigation in
a series of internationally important hidden mysteries.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629583211 RYE 1041
Angel, Alien and UFO
Encounters from
Another Dimension DVD
The universe is so complex
that even the greatest
scientific minds on earth
ultimately acknowledge that
we do not understand the
forces and true nature of the
cosmos, let alone our place
within it. Now for the first time,
the un-seeable and
unbelievable has been
caught on video by multiple individuals who have not only
captured mind bending video of Entities, UFOs and Angels,
but have been profoundly affected by their experiences.
Confronted by the unknown, they all share a deep and
unwavering need to know and understand the
phenomenon they are experiencing. These individuals
did not seek recognition or compensation, they are driven
by the questions: “Who are we? What is real?” The sky is
alive and has been for millennia with non-human activity,
much of which is not visible to the naked eye. See concrete
evidence with real video from beyond human perception
and discover a realm of fallen angels and otherworldly
visitors in a universe that is beyond our comprehension.
Dare to ask yourself, what is our place in the cosmos?
70 min. DVD $19.95 886470487981 RYE 1109
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UFOs and Extraterrestrials
Alien Time Machine:
Encounters from Another
Dimension DVD
Join Eerie Investigations,
Karen Frandsen, as she
explores the mysterious
experiences of author, Terry
Le Riche Walters. Terry’s
amazing personal accounts
of alien visitations,
abductions and spiritual
prophecies from other
dimensions are profound and
riveting. Take an amazing trip, see the world’s only real Time
Machine built inside a small house in Bath, England using
alien technology. This film features exclusive and unique
footage of the actual machine and a group of researchers
gathered to discuss it’s use and the bizarre technology behind
it. Looking amazingly like something from a Dr. Who set, this
incredible machine seems to somehow alter the laws of physics,
time and space. What’s it’s purpose? Where did it come from?
Who built it and why? Who were those strange people who
took Terry away as a child and what was their message?
This fascinating film uncovers dramatic insights into the fabric
of reality itself and will keep you up at night wondering about
what’s “real” and what isn’t.
80 min. DVD $19.95 885444357428 RYE 1082

Walking Between
Worlds Belonging to
None DVD
This is the story of Jason,
my Indigo child… Thus
begins the story of Ann
Andrews, a mother living
in England with a unique
ex-perience to share
about her life and her
son, Jason. What sets
Jason apart from the
many other young
children who are now being born with exceptional multidimensional abilities called “Indigo Children” is that
Jason is not only an abductee, but is himself of
extraterrestrial origin. Jason explains that “Technically
we are all Extraterrestrials, because there is no one
amongst you who ‘comes’ from here.” After years of
uncertainty, Jason progressed from an initial standpoint
of fear and terror to a point in his teens when he began
accepting “their” teachings and to acknowledge who
he is – one of many Indigo or Star Children here on
Earth helping humanity to evolve to the next evolutionary
step. Walking Between Worlds – Belonging to None
offers a fascinating account of strange and unusual
events; yet it also takes us into new realms of possibilities
where humanity takes its place as Cosmic Citizens;
realizing our divine destiny in which Earth becomes a
station of light, a point of great radiance and vitality,
beaming out into the Universe.
62 min. DVD $19.95 883629516196 RYE 1031

Aliens from Area-51 DVD
There have been many UFO photo-graphs and much video submitted to UFO
researchers in the last 50 years, but by far the most controversial of them all is the
Alien Autopsy Film. London business-man, Ray Santilli, launched this film on the
TV viewing public in August 1995. Santilli claimed it showed the autopsy of a dead
alien recovered from a crashed flying saucer found near Roswell, New Mexico in
1947. The body was then moved to Hanger 18 at the infamous Area 51 also know
as "Dreamland." Until now no one has known the real facts behind this film. The first
recognized UFO researcher that Ray Santilli contacted some eighteen months
before the film was broadcast was Philip Mantle, then the Director of Investigations
for the British UFO Research Association. In one of their early meetings, Mantle
looked Santilli in the eye and told him in no uncertain words that he would get to the
bottom of this film and its origin. Santilli calmly smiled and stated that this was not a
problem as the film was authentic. Little did Mantle realize that it would require a
journey of fourteen years, but with the help of a team of colleagues from around the
world, he has finally uncovered the truth. Now, for the first time, UFO Matrix Editor and international best selling author,
Philip Mantle uncovers the real truth with a wealth of evidence. SEE THE ENTIRE ALIEN AUTOPSY FILM UNEDITED AND UN-CENSORED 75 min. DVD $19.95 886470114849 RYE 1039
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Aliens From
Outer Space:
UFO landings,
Crashes and
Retrievals DVD
For those who
don’t believe that
Aliens from outer
space
have
invaded our planet,
this
amazing
documentary
reveals the facts
they DON’T want
you to know. Join
UFO researcher Bill Knell in this cult classic presentation
covering suppressed and hidden information about the
strangest and most fantastic UFO incidents in recent history.
You will be amazed and bewildered by countless UFO
sightings by credible witnesses that defy explanation.
UFO’s are real and they are here whether we like it or
not, and their technology far exceeds ours. If they decided
to take over the human race, there would be little our
government and military factions could do about it. This
fascinating DVD includes: UFO crash retrievals; a zoo full
of animals is strangely mutilated after UFOs are seen;
Astronaut Edgar Mitchell confirms that the U.S. Government
is hiding information about UFOs and Aliens; new and
shocking UFO crash cases; Howard Hughes views a
crashed saucer and its occupants; President Franklin
Roosevelt and UFOs; shocking worldwide UFO
encounters and provocative actions; new cases of
mysterious lights, explosions and UFO landings in the
USA and much more! Four hours of information,
interviews and more. OVER 4 HOURS OF THE
DARKEST UFO SECRETS ON ONE DVD 240 min.
DVD $19.95 885444899058 RYE 1097

UFO Encounter of
the Third Kind:
The Rendlesham
UFO Case DVD
The Rendlesham
Forest Incident is
one of the most
amazing incidents in
UFO History. In
December, 1980,
an unprecedented
series of sightings
and the actual
landing of a craft (or multiple craft) of unknown origin
occurred in Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk, England. The
base was used by the U.S. Air Force during this period,
therefore dozens of USAF personnel were
eyewitnesses to these events as they occurred over a
2-3 day period. Landed craft were not only directly
encountered by military personnel, but a hovering
UFO was seen emitting a beam of light directly over a
missile silo which reportedly disarmed it. The British
Ministry of Defense (MoD) denied that the event posed
any threat to national security, and stated that it was
never investigated as a security matter. Admiral Lord
Hill-Norton, the former Chief of the Defense, later stated
an incident like this at a nuclear weapons base was
unquestionably of national security interest. Eyewitness
and Deputy Base Commander, Colonel Charles Halt,
also disagreed and insists the event was covered up
by both the U.K. and U.S. intelligence services. Later,
evidence indicated that there was a substantial MoD
file on the subject, which led to claims of a cover-up.
Some interpreted this as part of a larger pattern of
information suppression concerning the true nature of
unidentified flying objects, by both the American and
British governments.
150 min. DVD $19.95 886470184248 RYE 1114

UFO
Chronicles
Crashes,
Landings and
Retrievals
3-DVD Set
"Not only have
UFO's of many
types crash landed
on the earth, but
they've been
coming here since
the dawn of time.
Communication
HAS been established," says one military insider. While
UFO sightings occur more frequently every year, with
more and more credible witnesses across the globe, it’s
still hard to grasp that alien spacecraft and their occupants
are nothing new to planet earth and that the military and
government factions still attempt to portray that we are
alone in the universe. This amazing and comprehensive
3-DVD set includes hours of information and background
on the Alien Agenda and the incredible evidence that
the UFO's have not only visited earth repeatedly, but
have crash landed, and humankind has been utilizing
alien technology since the 1940's. In the words of a
military insider, "They don’t want you to know that we
are property, property of something much bigger and
much more powerful than all the military power
combined." Learn how the reverse engineering of alien
technology led to the development of accelerated particle
beam devices, fiber optics, lasers, integrated circuit chips
and much more. Learn how the "Star Wars" program
was meant to achieve the destructive capacity of
electronic guidance systems in incoming enemy
warheads, as well as the disablement of enemy
spacecraft, including those of extraterrestrial origin. UFO
CRASH RETRIEVAL - ALIEN CRASHES AND
BODIES RECOVERED - MILITARY COVER-UP!
60+ min. DVD $19.95 886470021758
RYE 1091 3-DVD Set
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Conspiracies and Secret Societies
Secret Societies DVD
Philip Gardiner has spent
his life on a crusade
uncovering the truth
behind myths, legends
and ancient mysteries.
Author of the best selling
Secrets of the Serpent
and The Ark, the Shroud
and Mary, the author now
delves into another aspect
of the human enigma with
Secret Societies. In Secret Societies, Gardiner’s quest
is to uncover truths and secrets of the world’s most
powerful men in history. The journey takes him to dark
places – sinister places that existed then and still exist
today. Gardiner delves into a world that is formidably
hidden from our eyes and finds himself in situations that
seem to mirror the fictional world of the Da Vinci Code.
Discover the core of the ‘Secret Societies’ belief systems.
Explore the secret origins of Freemasonry and the links
to Serpent Cults. Examine the actual members of the
“Illuminati”, analyze the history of the group in Europe
and America.
Discover a link between the
“enlightenment experience” and the control of the human
mind. Gardiner finds himself getting involved at a deeper
level. His journey shall serve as a reminder to us all that
the search for the ultimate truth can often be a terrifying
and life changing one.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629224213 RYE 1011
Angels, Demons and
Freemasons: The
True Conspiracy
DVD
Who runs the world? Is
there a shadow world
of powerful and elite
men pulling the strings
of our global society?
If so, when did it
originate and why?
What is the real
significance of Rosslyn Chapel? What were the
Templars, Assassins, Druids, Augurs, Sufi’s and many
more really planningfor all of mankind? Angels,
Demons and Freemasons explores the myths, folklore
and legends of the world of secret societies and
provides startling evidence for a true and all too real
conspiracy that has been ongoing for centuries. Within
every religion and every State there lurks an
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underground stream controlling and manipulating those
in power. Great knowledge was fostered and hidden
by these groups. Wars and revolutions were carefully
planned and orchestrated by a Universal Brotherhood.
The knowledge and power of these people would be
deemed sacred and protected. Whether it was practical
methods of survival such as navigation and
measurement or inner psychological and spiritual
wisdom, it would become the foundation for secret
societies the world over. This is the story of the groups
who have guarded this sacred knowledge for centuries.
Featuring cutting edge CGI and never before seen
footage of Freemason Lodges and the mysterious
Rosslyn Chapel. Special guest George Knapp author
of “Hunt for the Skinwalker.”
97 min. DVD $24.95 883629603629 RYE 1042
The Da Vinci Code
Exposed: What They
Don’t Want You To
Know
3-DVD set
For centuries the truth
about the bloodline of
Jesus
Christ
and
Christianity has been
suppressed by the ruling
powers because it would
be a major blow to the
institutions of religion around the globe. Because of
this, we are still led to believe things that only serve
the purpose of the church and its relentless battle to
control the masses. In this unprecedented and
comprehensive, 3 DVD set, we discover the real
bloodline of Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene and
explore the secret brotherhoods of the Knights Templar,
the Cathars, the Sufi’s and more – revealing the spiritual
truths held sacred by these groups for centuries. Learn
why many royal families around the globe know that
they are indeed descended from Jesus and the Davidic
line, and yet this incredible lineage has remained a
secret for centuries. Discover why the line of David
was so important and where it originated. Venture back
to the time of Mesopotamia and the great God-Kings
of antiquity. Find out how widespread this bloodline is
today and how even George Washington was a
member of this elite lineage. If you have been intrigued
by The Da Vinci Code, then what you are about to
experience will have you inspired and overwhelmed
with new insights and new information that has been
kept from the masses for too long.
250 min. DVD $24.95 885444912900
RYE 1095 3-DVD Set

Conspiracies and Secret Societies
The Conspiracy to
Rule the World: From
911 to the Illuminati
DVD
The individuals in this film
all share a common bond
– they were awakened.
They awoke to a world
that was unfamiliar to
them and one that was
often terrifying and
bizarre. Suddenly those
trusted men and women in power became manipulators
and power hungry dictators and not the democratic
leaders we are led to believe. A unique collection of
evidence and theory is set out in this film to reveal a
new world order. 911, the Twin Towers and Pentagon
deceptions. The sinister group known as Common
Purpose. The Moon Landings – were they faked? Do
these disparate elements share a common goal to rule
the world? You decide.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629932934 RYE 1058
The Truth Injection:
More New World
Order Exposed DVD
Ian R. Crane is one of the
most outspoken advocates of Freedom in the
world today, giving
powerful presentations all
across the globe. In this
film, Ian uncovers the
truth about the Swine Flu
Outbreak, the Rumsfeld
connection and the manipulated media exposure of the
UK members of Parliament expense scandal. Ian delves
deeper into European Totalitarianism and the restrictions
that rip into our basic freedoms, introducing Napoleonic
Laws that will impact our everyday life. He raises the
alarm regarding the murder of the two French biochemistry students in July 2008 and exposes the
disturbing EU plans to legalize Pedophilia. Be prepared
to be SHOCKED by what’s happening to your freedoms
as the New World Order continues to gain momentum
worldwide.
80 min DVD $19.95 885444273711 RYE 1077

The Murder of Mary
Magdalene DVD
Was Mary Magdalene
murdered? Did the Catholic
Church conspire to
eradicate the Holy Bloodline
from existence? To some
Mary Magdalene was the
wife or consort of Jesus
Christ. The infamous Da
Vinci Code has firmly
placed this idea into the
popular arena along with the idea of a Holy Bloodline
descended from Jesus and Mary. In this unique film we
journey to places never before researched in connection
with this story. We venture into the heart of ancient
Lincoln, England, and uncover a tale so mysterious, so
at odds with the accepted norm, that we are forced to
question everything we previously held to be true. See
the locations filmed for The Da Vinci Code movie and
find an English Jerusalem. Come with us as we go
beneath the streets into ancient tunnels to find the tomb.
Explore little known Templar sites.
90 min. DVD $19.95 883629999203
The Viking Serpent
DVD
What do the three most
evil
symbols
for
Christianity – 666, the
pentagram and the snake
– have in common? Quite
possibly one of the most
amazing discoveries of all
time, The Viking Serpent
reveals an ancient and
incredible legacy placed
upon the landscape of Norway. In this film, best selling
author Philip Gardiner takes us on a journey into Norway
to meet author, Harald S. Boehlke who has uncovered
this amazing mystery in the land of the Norse. Travel
with us across a beautiful landscape, into the very heart
of ancient serpent worship as we unravel the sacred
language of our ancestors. See the amazing serpent
Stave Churches up close; walk with us along the sacred
pathways of the Celtic Church and discover their unique
and clever symbolic devices; journey by boat to the Holy
Island and enter a landscape virtually untouched by the
ravages of time.
92 min. DVD $19.95 883629604848
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Conspiracies and Secret Societies
Order of the
Alchemists, the
Knights of Malta
and Cagliostro
DVD
Almost everybody
is now aware of
the infamous
history of the
Knights Templar.
But not everybody
realizes that there
was another Order from the same time and with
the same roots. This Order still exists today and
has incredible power. This film reveals the true
history of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta
and in so doing, we discover occult and sinister
forces at play. From the days of heroic battles
against Ottoman forces, to the alchemical world
of the Grand Master himself, this film explores
some very difficult questions: Who are these
Knights? What was their role? Who gave them
authority? The story of the Knights of Malta is
filled with mystery, intrigue and excitement.
Come with us on a journey into the heart of
battle. Featuring cutting-edge computer
generated reconstructions and exclusive footage
filmed in the Order’s Sacra Infirmeria, Churches,
Cathedrals, Castles and grand buildings
throughout Europe. 60+ min. DVD $19.95
883629497068 RYE 1033
Secret Societies
and Sacred
Stones: from
Mecca to
Megaliths DVD
For
millennia
mankind
has
worshipped stones,
from Mecca to
Megaliths we have
held them aloft as
sacred objects and gifts from the gods. The
worship of sacred stones constitutes the most
ancient form of religion. >From the origin of
ritualized worship in Sumeria and Egypt, to
Secret Societies such as the Knights Templar
and the Illuminati, ancient stones have been
idolized and used in secret and magical
ceremonies unknown to the outside world. They
have been placed at the very center of religious
icons, used to take power over the souls of
others and have been fashioned into beautiful
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gems and artifacts and yet, the stones remain a
mystery – but why? What is the secret in the
stones? In this unique film we uncover the
secrets of the stones with a group of experts
including Egyptologist, Ahmed Osman;
Metallurgist, Robert Feather; UFO expert, Nick
Pope; TV presenter on the esoteric, Franky Ma;
filmmaker, Zachary Miller; and New York Times
best selling author of mysteries, Patrice Chaplin.
This special team was brought together for the
motion picture, The Stone, and this fascinating
documentary reveals the story behind the film
and its meaning. Produced by mystery writer,
Andrew Gough and Directed by Writer and
Director of The Stone, Philip Gardiner, this
special DVD features unseen footage from the
movie, music and loads of special features.
Prepare to enter a magical realm of secrets and
mystery. 75 min. DVD $19.95 886470048069
RYE 1102
Inside The Freemasons: The
Grand Lodge Uncovered DVD
Are the Freemasons a secret society? Or a society
with secrets? What
are their rituals all
about? What does it
look like inside a
Lodge? In this film
we take you inside
the Grand Lodge of England with unique footage of the various rooms, symbols and tools of
the Craft. Listen to a rare interview with John
Hamill, the Communications Director of the
United Grand Lodge of England. Prepare for an
unprecedented insight into the often mysterious
world of the Freemasons. Whether you are a
Freemason or a Conspiracy Theorist, this film
will help you understand the role of the Freemasons in our society. “This is a fascinating film
that any serious investigator of secret societies
should see. It gives first-hand accounts of exactly how the Freemasons see themselves, what
they do and why they do it.” Philip Gardiner,
author of the best selling book and film, Secret
Societies.
240 min. DVD $19.95 885444261466 RYE 1076

Secret Societies and the
Global Conspiracy 3DVD Set
THE ULTIMATE CONSPIRACY DVD SET!
Discover the Secret
Origins of the Knights
Templar, Freemasonry,
The Bilderbergers,
Serpent Cults, the
Illuminati and MORE!

Secret Societies
Philip Gardiner has spent his life on a crusade
uncovering the truth behind myths, legends and
ancient mysteries. Author of the best selling
books; Gnosis, the Secret of Solomons Temple
Revealed and Secrets of the Serpent, the author
now delves into another aspect of the human
enigma with Secret Societies. In Secret Societies,
Gardiner’s quest is to uncover truths and secrets
of the world’s most powerful men in history. The
journey takes him to dark places – sinister places
that existed then and still exist today. Gardiner
delves into a world that is formidably hidden from
our eyes and finds himself in situations that seem
to mirror the fictional world of the Da Vinci Code.
Angels, Demons and Freemasons: The True
Conspiracy
Who runs the world? Is there a shadow world of
powerful and elite men pulling the strings of our
global society? If so, when did it originate and
why? Angels, Demons and Freemasons explores
the myths, folklore and legends of the world of
secret societies and provides startling evidence
for a true and all too real conspiracy that has
been ongoing for centuries. Within every Religion
and every State there lurks an underground
stream controlling and manipulating those in
power. Great knowledge was fostered and hidden
by these groups. Wars and revolutions were
carefully planned and orchestrated by a Universal
Brotherhood. Almost everybody is now aware of
the infamous history of the Knights Templar. But
not everybody realizes that there was another
Order from the same time and with the same
roots. This Order still exists today and has
incredible power. This film reveals the true history
of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta and in
so doing, we discover occult and sinister forces
at play.

OVER THREE HOURS OF CONSPIRACY!
60+ min. DVD $24.95 885444175336 RYE 1071
3-DVD Set

Crop Circles

Dragons and Rings DVD
Prepare to step into the world of magic, mystery
and myth as Steve Mitchell reveals the truth
about ancient stone monuments, crop circles and
the world of dragon lore.Linking quantum theory
with UFO’s, paranormal phenomena and the
wisdom of our ancestors, Mitchell answers
questions that modern scientists and
archeologists are loath to put on record. What is
the real purpose and function of stone circles?
How are they linked to the crop circle and UFO
phenomena? Was it by chance or did an elder
human race really have intricate knowledge of
the dynamics of inter-dimensionsinal reality
hundreds of thousands of years ago? Are we
alone or part of a multi-dimensional universe with
the keys toother worlds at our very fingertips?
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629427331 RYE1029

Crop Circles and the Alien Presence on Earth
Revealed 3-DVD
Are Crop Circles made by man or alien beings
from outer space? Are they natural phenomena or
a message from the Divine? New Crop Circles
continue to appear around the globe and have
been documented for hundreds of years. They
often appear instantly before the eyes of witnesses.
Scientific studies have been initiated in an attempt
to unlock their mystery, yet they still remain a
complete enigma. Embark on a journey into the
mysterious world of crop circles like never before.
This deluxe 3 DVD set guides you through the
very latest thoughts on these enigmatic patterns
and symbols found across the world. We take flight
high above the ground of sacred sites such as
Silbury Hill and Avebury to get a new and unique
angle on this phenomenon. 250 min. DVD $24.95
886470019724 RYE1090

Crop Circles – The Enigma DVD
Are Crop Circles made by man or alien beings from
outer space? Are they natural phenomena or a
message from the Divine? New Crop Circles continue
to appear around the globe and have been
documented for hundreds of years. They often appear
instantly before the eyes of witnesses. Scientific studies
have been initiated in an attempt to unlock their
mystery, yet they still remain a complete enigma.
Embark on a journey into the mysterious world of
crop circles like never before. This deluxe 3 DVD set
guides you through the very latest thoughts on these
enigmatic patterns and symbols found across the
world. We take flight high above the ground of sacred
sites such as Silbury Hill and Avebury to get a new
and unique angle on this phenomenon. Listen to
tales of massive circles forming in minutes before eye
witnesses and see the evidence for yourself.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629874722 RYE1051

Aliens and Crop Circles DVD
Crop Circles UK - Prepare to step into the world of magic and mystery as we reveal the truth about ancient stone monuments,
crop circles and the world of mystical lore surrounding amazing phenomena. Linking quantum theory with UFO’s, paranormal
phenomena and the wisdom of our ancestors, this amazing film answers questions that modern scientists and archaeologists
wouldn’t dare put on record. Discover the real purpose and function of stone circles and how they are linked to the crop circle
and UFO phenomena.
Crop Circles What Do They Mean? Are Crop Circles made by Man or Extraterrestrials? Are they natural phenomena or a
message from Alien races? They have appeared around the globe for hundreds of years and often appear instantly before the
eyes of witnesses. Thousands of images prove their existence yet science has failed to unlock their mystery as the Crop Circle
Phenomenon remains a much debated subject. Leading experts explore the enigma of the crop circles in depth and offer only
one conclusion – We Are Not Alone.
The Crop Circle Man - Matthew Williams and his friends set out to make Crop Circles, they found ways to create
amazing, wonderful shapes so incredible that they would fool thousands of people all over the world who interpreted them
as signs of alien visitors. Williams and his friends had fooled the world and delighted in their success. But one day, as they
were creating yet another incredible design, a strange psychological effect occurred to them. Experience the most
amazing Crop Circle story ever told. OVER THREE HOURS OF INCREDIBLE ALIEN AND CROP CIRCLE RESEARCH!
200 min. DVD $19.95 886470736331 RYE1127
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Alternative Science
The Rites of Magick DVD
The Secret Rites, Magical
Empowerments and Powerful Techniques of a Magical
Tradition older than the
Golden Dawn’s Cypher
Manuscript. Secret Realms
of Hermetic Yoga (our
Western counterpart to
Tibetan Tantras), Magical
Pathworkings (Inner Plane
Projection), Seasonal
Ceremonies (The Ancient
Rites of Melchizedek) and Eucharist (the ultimate
transubstantiation ritual) – and a complete Enochian
Opening by Watchtowers ceremony. As a bonus feature
we have included a short surrealistic Alchemical Fantasy
by the talented avant-garde filmmaker Eric Bossick. If you
enjoyed our previous magical video documentaries you are
sure to appreciate The Rites of Magick. The Church of the
Hermetic Sciences and the Ordo Templi Astartes (O.T.A.)
is America’s oldest continually operating Magical Tradition.
We base our initiations on The Crata Repoa, an 18th century
Magical Tradition 100 years older than the G.D. or the O.T.O.
– Those seriously interested in this spiritual path should
explore our other videos, books and journals.
90 min. DVD $24.95 885444681134 RYE 1068
The Magick of Solomon:
Lemegeton Secrets
Revealed DVD
Anthropologist
and
Ceremonial Magician,
Poke Runyon explains and
demonstrates the authentic
techniques of ancient
Ritual Magick. Learn how
to invoke Angels and evoke
Spirits
to
visible
appearance. Stand in the
Magick Circle with Masters of the Art as they conjure the
Spirits of Bael and Astaroth (Baal and Astarte) to visible
appearance in the Dark Mirror upon Solomon’s Triangle.
Discover the scientific truth and psychological validity behind
our own culture’s unique and powerful form of Shamanism.
Experience the Mystery and Transformative Power of
Solomon’s Magick! Learn how the Forgotten Secrets of
Magick were Re-discovered. Learn the Truth about Angels
and Demons. See Temple Operations Performed by magical
Adepts.The Modern Classic digitally re-mastered, enhanced
and extended with added footage of O.T.A. Magical
Operations. CAUTION: This DVD shows Interactive
Hypnotic Sequences, not recommended for immature
viewers.85 minutes
90 min. DVD $19.95 885444681134 RYE 1067
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The Rosslyn
Frequency DVD
This unique film
presents startling new
evidence to suggest that
there is a very real and
breathtaking secret
hidden within the
structure of the now
legendary Rosslyn
Chapel in Scotland.
Some say that Rosslyn
Chapel is a simple place of worship, others that it holds
the secrets of the Knights Templar and esoteric mystery
persistently surrounds this enigmatic place. This film
reveals a new discovery by Brian Allan (Featured in
Ancient Code – The Movie and author of numerous
books) that has immense implications for humanity.
Discover the amazing and devilish frequency uncovered
by Allan as part of the secret, hidden language within the
Chapel. Learn about the “keys” said to be buried beneath
the floor and which may open a gateway to another world.
Listen to the notes banned by the Catholic Church and
played within the walls of Rosslyn itself, with a frightening
outcome! Dare to go where no one has been since the
15th century. The Rosslyn Frequency takes you to the
very edge of darkness, relax and discover an ancient
portal to another dimension.
60+ min. DVD $19.95 883629890234 RYE 1055
The Occult: The Truth
Behind The Word
DVD
What is the Occult? Is it
a dark and sinister
practice developed by
mankind over the
millennia in order to
manipulate others? Or
is it simply that which is
not seen by the naked
eye? In this film, OH
Krill, Brian Allan and James Earnshaw come together
to unlock the mystery, and for the first time definitively
explain this enigmatic realm of hidden wisdom,
exploring the mysticism of a deeper reality that extends
beyond pure reason and the physical sciences, the
“inner” nature to all things. Religion, shamanism, ritual
magick, sacred practices and more are brought forth
and put into our modern day perspective. The great
master himself, Aleister Crowley, Dr. John Dee, Jack
Parsons, L. Ron Hubbard and others are examined.
Discover the secret and enter the world of Magick
unlocking the key to your personal path.
75 min. DVD $19.95 885444358449 RYE 1081

Alternative Science
Forbidden Knowledge of The Lost
Realms: Legacy of Conspiracy 3-DVD
he powers that rule the world have been
covering their tracks and hiding ancient
knowledge that has enabled them to conquer
civilizations for millennia. The lies and
deception continue to this day, but now
startling discoveries about our past are finally
revealed in this fascinating and
comprehensive three DVD set. From the
occult serpent worship practices still in use
today; to the truth about the cross, mankind’s
most revered symbol; to the amazing
revelation about the number 666 and the geometry associated with it;
this deluxe set will shock and amaze you while revealing what they DON’T
want you to know. Discover what was hidden in the great pyramid but
was never documented; find out the truth behind the Holy Grail; the Elixir
of life; and one of the most amazing discoveries of all time, a 666 mile
pentagram engraved into the earth landscape by seafaring conquerors
long forgotten. Join us as we search for our sacred past and rediscover
knowledge that has been suppressed and hidden from our eyes. The
seal has been broken, the secrets of the past are now revealed for all to
know. 250 min. DVD $24.95 885444912917 RYE 1094 3-DVD SET
Legend of the Serpent The Biggest
Religious Cover Up in History DVD
Ophiolatreia is the study of Serpent
Worship, which many people are surprised
to discover once existed in every culture
of the world.Philip Gardiner is a leading
authority on serpent worship with books
and films such as Secrets of the Serpent
and Gnosis, the Secret of Solomons
Temple and has explored the subject
around the globe. In this unique and
thought provoking film, Gardiner expounds
upon the underlying reasons for Serpent
Worship, past and present, and provides remarkable evidence for an
ancient and worldwide annihilation of its practices. From the use of snake
venom as an elixir of life, to the links with all our modern religions, we
discover the real history of our religious past.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629975122 RYE 1061

The Spitit of the Serpent DVD
Explore the Earth Energy at a circle of
standing stones in Cornwall, England, known
as The Merry Maidens. Most, if not all sacred
sites were founded at special places where
Earth Energy lines meet or cross as they flow
above and below the ground. For the first
time, a team of experts comes together in
one place to unravel the mysteries of energy,
folklore and our connection to Nature herself.
Metaphysical concepts, once termed
“fantasy” by the scientific establishment are now proven to be truth.
We find the experts finally agree that many structures in the Ancient
world were places for the focus of energy featuring mathematical
principles found throughout Nature and having a basis in quantum
physics. Discover the energy of the Earth and face the realities of life,
death and the spirit world.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629489704 RYE 1030
THYBRID WORLD: The Plan to Modify and
Control the Human Race DVD
Behind closed doors scientists and corporations
have breached genetic codes that separate
the individuality of all animal and plant species
on earth. Laboratories around the world are
honing their skills while our humanity and dignity
as a species is on the operating table like a
universal Frankenstein, subject to a wholesale
psychic and physiological re-design under the
guise of “progress.” The proponents claim the
field of “Transhumanism” will change the world by eliminating sickness
and famine while at the same time, governments and military groups
around the globe are having clandestine meetings to discuss super soldiers,
super intelligence, and even super animals to maintain military dominance
and control over the populations of the world. Even more horrifying they
must create committees to implement plans to defend their nations against
future terrorism performed by transhumans (modified human beings) with
the universal understanding that no nation can afford NOT to engage in
this apocalyptic future of genetically altered life. We are at war for the mind
of a generation and the soul of the human race. Billions of dollars are at
stake with corporations and powerful individuals looking toward a post
human future world. If we care about our humanity, then the time is NOW
to stand up and understand where science and technology are taking us
and to do something about it. Our foods are already being genetically
altered with devastating side effects which are now coming to light. Will we
allow experiments with genetic engineering to excel to a horrifying level
where they create an unthinkable race of non-human entities? What level
of horrifying abominations have already been committed?
“The world’s most dangerous idea.” Dr. Francis Fukuyama
60 min. DVD $19.95 886470459223 RYE 1108
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Alternative Science
Egypt Exposed: The
True Origins of
Civilization DVD
lmost everything we once
believed about the origins
of our civilization is about
to be undermined in the
revelation of a lifetime.
Robert Bauval is a best
selling author of numerous
books and has appeared
on television and radio
around the world. His
discovery about the pyramid complex at Giza called the Orion
Correlation, made him headline news. Now in this unique film
he brings to light startling new evidence regarding the very
origins of civilization. Tracing mankind’s ancient roots back in
time and across the landscape of Egypt and Africa, Bauval
points to a remarkable site with definitive evidence that Egyptian
civilization emerged from a very different origin than we are
lead to believe. He points to amazing knowledge about
precession and astronomy previously unrecognized. 80 min.
DVD $19.95 885444319396 RYE 1080
Parallel Community
by Hamish Miller DVD
Throughout his long life
Hamish
Miller
has
encountered
many
extraordinary life-challenging
events. Parallel Community is
a result of unique input from
senses perhaps triggered by
near-death and out-of-body
ex-periences enabling him to
tune in and learn from the
minds of some of our ancient
ancestors. While using complex fields of earth energy around
the globe his contact with wise and experienced people of
many nationalities has convinced him that we must change
our way of relating to the earth and to each other.This is the
story of one man’s passion, a man driven by a need to halt the
deterioration of the quality of life on this beautiful planet. If we
are to create a world we are proud to hand on to our
grandchildren, we can no longer blindly accept the decisions
imposed on us by a small number of unsuitable, uncaring and
unqualified parties. Parallel Community has been created as
a platform where people throughout the world, acting and
working together, are empowered to challenge the motives of
our decision-makers and make a positive contribution to our
future. 83 min. DVD $19.95 883629489711 RYE 1031
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Dark Mirror of Magick:
The Vassago
Millennium Prophecy
DVD
On January 3rd, 2001,
documentary writer/
producer Wayne Darwen
brought a professional
T.V. news crew into the
inner sanctum of The
Order of the Temple of
Astarte to record a
remarkable phenomenon: the summoning of the ancient
spirit Vassago. Early in February an edited version of
Vassago’s mysterious Prophecy was broadcast by the
Los Angeles affiliate of a National T.V. Network,
confirming that the spirit had predicted a major news
event: only 13 days after the ritual had been audiovisually recorded, President Laurent Kabila of the Congo
was assassinated! In this video version we show you
the entire operation in sequence, exactly as it happened
with no rehearsals and no retakes. Wayne Darwen also
interviews the Magister Thabion (Poke Runyon) and the
mystic seer Frater Solomon. Their unrehearsed answers
to his probing questions leave no doubt as to the
philosophical depth and spiritual power of Solomon’s
ancient Magick even in this modern age. In “The Magick
of Solomon” video we dramatically reenacted magical
rituals for instructive purposes, whereas “Dark Mirror of
Magick” is the record of an actual magical operation of
historical significance. We believe that this remarkable
documentary will be studied and commented on for years
to come. This 2011 edition has ten more minutes of new
footage added with commentary on the Vassago
Prophecy, as subsequently revealed in the following two
years, plus a new prophecy from Vassago himself.
Viewer discretion is advised, do not engage in these
practices without the supervision of an experienced
adept. “This is the most remarkable record of a
supernatural event I have ever witnessed.” – Wayne
Darwen, Director.
60+ min. DVD $19.95 886470121618 RYE 1079

the Fringe
The Philadelphia
Experiment Revealed:
Final Countdown to
Disclosure 3-DVD
The Bizarre Truth to Top
Secret Experiments in Time
Travel and Invisibility. In
1943, A U.S. Navy Ship
vanishes during a secret
World War II Experiment
gone horrifically wrong. The
ship vanished and traveled through time, setting off a number
of events that continue today, spilling over into the Montauk
Project, a continuation of the Philadelphia Experiment.
Surviving researchers from the Philadelphia Experiment met
in the early 50’s intent was to use a magnetic field as a means
of psychological warfare. Initial proposals were rebuffed by
the US With funding in place, work allegedly began at a decommissioned base in Montauk, New York under the name of
the Phoenix Project.” Discover the science behind experiments
involving walk-in implantation, time travel, mind control,
invisibility, mind machines used to develop and control
paranormal powers and much more. See photographs of the
equipment used as well as diagram presentations of their
construction. Watch a complete breakdown of the Philadelphia
Experiment and the Montauk Project from those who were
there to witness the events.
3+ Hrs DVD $24.95 886470054077 RYE1106 3-DVD SET

The Philadelphia
Experiment:
Invisibility, Time
Travel and Mind
Control – The
Shocking Truth
DVD
A U.S. Navy Ship
vanishes during a
secret World War II
Experiment gone
awry. When it reappears, observers are horrified to see crew
members embedded in the deck and steel of the
ship. During a sea trial, the ship vanishes and travels
through time setting off a number of events that
continue today. It’s not Science Fiction, it’s Science
Fact! Bill Knell presents a fascinating and unique
documentary. You’ll meet Al Bielek, Preston Nichols
and Duncan Cameron. They are all survivors of U.S.
Government Experiments involving INVISIBILITY,
TIME TRAVEL, MIND CONTROL, PSYCHIC
WARFARE and REMOTE VIEWING. You will hear
about these amazing projects firsthand. You’ll
experience dramatic recreations and learn about
related incidents.It began as a World War II Navy
Experiment to demagnetize military vessels making
them invisible to radar. It ended with the USS
Eldridge completely disappearing, traveling 40 years
into the future. You’ll hear firsthand from the
Survivors of the original experiment and about more
recent projects based on the same technology. Visit
the infamous Montauk Military Base at the heart of
these operations and learn how the technology
allows ships, planes and people to travel through
time.Al Bielek, Duncan Cameron and Preston
Nichols are three men with intimate knowledge of
the strange and incredible events that took place
and may very well be STILL taking place now. Learn
how technology they helped develop and test is
being used to change the future. The military CAN
send ships, planes AND people through hyperspace
and make them completely invisible. The 911 Attack
was predicted by those involved in these black
operations because they KNEW then years before
the event.Prepare for an unprecedented Journey
into the Strange and Unknown.
180 min. DVD $19.95 885444067570 RYE1066
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Ghost Encounters and Paranormal Activity
Ghost Attack on Sutton
Street DVD
Expert Ghost Hunters from
Haunted Events UK search
for life after death in the
notoriously haunted Old
Street Market of Sutton
Town in historic old
England. The area is so
haunted that within minutes
the investigation’s medium
is contacted by not one, but
four spirits, warning them not to split up or risk their lives.
Ignoring the advice, they split into two teams. The first
team lead by UK Paranormal Expert Lee Roberts, comes
face to face with the child murderer named Tap Tap, who
taunts them with noises and poltergeist activity. Team two
uses thermal imaging cameras to pick up humanoid forms
and warm handprints, further witnessing their devices
shockingly moved before their eyes, chairs tipping over,
tables levitating, glasses thrown and doors slamming.
The night becomes so terrifying that the hunt is called off,
but not before one final terrifying incident. You have never
witnessed a ghost hunt like this before. Blair Witch was a
movie. This is real. Prepare yourselves for the most
shocking Ghost Hunt ever recorded.300 min. DVD
$24.95 886470184231 RYE1113 3-DVD SET
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Ghost of the
Brotherhood DVD
This is the video diary of
events that occurred one
night in one of the most
notoriously haunted
places in York, featuring
Britain’s
foremost
paranormal expert, Martin
Jeffrey’s of Fright Nights.
Organized by Angela
Davies and featuring
Michael Bourne, Angela Davies, Martin Jeffrey’s, John
Blackburn, Janice Blackburn and June Graves. This
unique documentary will have you re-examine your
beliefs like no other. The Blair Witch was fiction, The
Brotherhood of the Ghost is very, real… Featuring
special music by Soul Path, Hillbilly Prophet and
ambient artist Thoth, this unique documentary will
have you re-examine your beliefs like no other.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629224190 RYE 1010
Witchcraft: The Magick
Rituals of the Coven.
The History and Craft
of Modern Day
Witches DVD
Karen Frandsen from
Eerie Investigations
interviews Jeanette Ellis,
lecturer on traditional
British
Witchcraft,
member of PEBL, and
author of “Forbidden
Rites.” In this fascinating DVD, Jeanette reveals the
truth and history behind Witchcraft: The history of
traditional Witchcraft in the United Kingdom, How
Witches practice their Craft,
The infamous
“Witchfinder General,” Matthew Hopkins and how he
persecuted supposed deviants called “Witches.” We
also investigate the town of Mistley, home to Hopkins,
and visit the infamous Swan Inn, the very location of
the Witch trials. The Inn is believed to be the place
where Hopkins ‘swam’ his victims and where he is
allegedly buried and has been haunting ever since.
75 min. DVD $19.95 885444469367 RYE 1088

Tarot Stripped Bare
DVD
Today, more and more
people are turning to Tarot
to help them find deeper
meaning and uncover the
hidden truths of existence.
Long dismissed as a mere
fortune-telling method,
Tarot cards hold the keys
to
understanding
ourselves, others, and the
world around us. Tarot
Stripped Bare is the 21st century approach to learning
Tarot. Now you too can learn to see the patterns of your
life revealed in the turn of a card. Tarot Stripped Bare is
a visual guide that covers everything you need to know
to become a Tarot reader – from choosing the right deck,
to performing your first reading, and much more. This
DVD shows you how to tap into your subconscious and
use the clues in the cards to develop your intuition,
leading you to greater awareness and enlightenment.
In Section One, you’ll discover the building blocks of
reading Tarot using a simple 3-card spread. With
guidance on asking the right questions, shuffling, laying
out the cards and “reading” the images, you’ll be able
to interpret your first reading in less than half an hour!
Section Two leads you deeper into the structure of your
Tarot deck, exploring the significance of the four suits
of the minor arcana as well as powerful major arcana
cards such as the High Priestess, the Hanged Man and
the Star. Learn to unlock the unique message of each
card using elemental and symbolic associations. In
Section Three, you’ll see how to weave it all together
through example readings with real clients. Experience
the wisdom of the Tarot in action and extend your
knowledge by learning to blend card meanings and
positional meanings to unearth answers to every
question imaginable. Tarot Stripped Bare also contains
a Special Features section with explanatory notes for
all 78 cards and ten bonus spreads to help you heal
broken relationships, assess your personal strengths
and weaknesses, choose a more fulfilling life path and
much, much more.
90 min. DVD $19.95 883629677545 RYE1045

REAL GHOSTS UK:
Ghosts Arent Real? –
Think Again! 3-DVD
DELUXE 3 DVD SET –
OVER 4 HOURS OF REAL
GHOSTS! Ghosts Arent
Real? Think Again Ghostly
Spirits have been haunting
locations all over England for
centuries. Hear the chilling
tales from people who have
experienced amazing and
terrifying encounters with the
spirit realm, Visit some of the creepiest places on earth,
where Real Ghosts manifest themselves routinely.
Ghostcircle went to the Mermaid Inn in Rye, England to
investigate one of the most haunted locations in southern
England. Reports of various paranormal activities have
been heard by many thoughout the generations. The
resident spirits in the hotel including a small child, a woman
calledn Elizabeth Courtney and a highway man called
Jack who appeared and made his presence known to the
group.
In the Second World War and in subsequent Cold War
years, numerous secret bunkers were created for the
protection of the rich and powerful elite. Many have
remained unknown and untouched ever since. In this
remarkable film we go deep into the heart of Scotland’s
most secret bunker and discover terrible tales of hauntings
from those dark days.
Visit the legendary Guy Fawkes Inn to investigate
paranormal activities and participate in a physical circle
used by mediums and ghost hunters. You’ll experience
amazing materializations using photoplasm and ectoplasm
energy. Remarkably, participants actually claimed to see
Michael Jackson’s face appear…you decide. This is
modern physical mediumship in action utilizing special lights
allowing the viewer to see and experience the phenomena.
Join acclaimed psychic and medium, Patrick McNamara,
as he journeys into the world of the paranormal. Are you
ready for the journey?
250 min. DVD $24.95 885444319389
RYE10743-DVD Set
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Ghost Encounters and Paranormal Activity
GHOST HUNT:
Paranormal Encounter
at Burlington County
Prison DVD
Is the Burlington County
Prison Museum haunted?
Do the spirits of executed
prisoners continue to roam
its halls? The answer will
shock you! A group of
paranormal enthusiasts
entered the Burlington
County Prison, in Mount Holly, New Jersey, to capture
photographic, video and audio evidence in hopes of
validating eyewitness testimony of alleged haunted activity
said to have taken place throughout the building. The
results of their findings are revealed for the first time in this
shocking DVD. Given 4 out of 4 skulls by Haunted America
Tours, this officially sanctioned film gives an in-depth look
at a paranormal investigation, and features some of the
most intriguing evidence ever presented. From electronic
voice phenomenon to unsettling visual encounters, you
will see evidence analyzed with forensic detail and integrity
that lends credence to the field of Parapsychology, and
will truly open your eyes to what really lies within the
world of the supernatural. Not for the weak of heart or
those who are easily unsettled!
Over 40 Minutes of Bonus Features:
• STILL GALLERY
• TEAM INTERVIEWS
• AUDIO ANALYSIS
(Do your own forensic study of EVP evidence)
• VIDEO ANALYSIS
(Do your own forensic study of actual visual evidence)
• OFFICIAL TRAILER
70 min. DVD $19.95 886470184231 RYE1110 DVD
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Haunted House:
Demon Poltergiest DVD
For those who think that
Ghosts and Spirits aren’t
real, this is a Ghost
Investigation that will
change their minds forever.
The team from Haunted
Events UK are called in to
a 400 year old, three story,
Victorian house on old
High Street in Sutton Town,
England – allegedly the most haunted area of Britain.
Abandoned by the previous occupier due to alarming
Poltergeist activity, the team enters the house to find it a
wreck, strewn with objects scattered by the entities
dwelling within its walls. Quickly, the team’s medium is in
touch with the Poltergeist who makes its presence known
as a chair slides across the floor before their eyes, not
once, but several times and on command. Unnerved but
determined, the team moves around the house only to
be bombarded by flying objects, lifting tables and two
members of the team are even pushed to the floor. A
never before filmed series of events occur, making this
one of the most terrifying ghost hunts you will ever see.
Witness flying objects, noises, thermal heat sources and
experience strange forces working to warn the team to
leave the residence by pushing over an investigator
and leaving behind an actual thermal apparition.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629224190 RYE 1010

Paranormal Case Files:
Ghost Investigations
3-DVD
The Paranormal Research
Institute (PRI) conducts
scientific investigations of
Paranormal Phenomenon
across the globe. On Disc
1, we hunt ghosts and
paranormal entities in York,
England.
York
is
undisputedly the most
actively haunted area in the
UK. The team members encounter the legendary “Ghost
of the Brotherhood,” an entity that has terrified locals for
hundreds of years. The investigation climaxes into a
bloodcurdling confrontation with the afterlife. The Blair Witch
was fiction, these events are REAL. On Disc 2, Paul
Wookey journeys to investigate the universal ghost and
spirit experience joined by psychic medium Diane Howe.
We travel to Pendle, known for its deep history of witchcraft
which many researchers feel is responsible for the
abundance of paranormal activity in the area. We also visit
the Anchor Pub based in the beautiful Dales of England,
revealing amazing insights and testimonies about
paranormal activity in the UK. On Disc 3, we visit Scotland’s
most haunted and secret bunker from the second world
war. During WWII, numerous bunkers were created for
the protection of therich and powerful elite. Many have
remained unknown and untouched ever since… until now.
The PRI has been allowed full access, going deepn into
the heart of the shelter, revealing horrifying and disturbing
accounts of ghost and spirit encounters. With unprecedented
footage andinterviews with best selling author and expert,
Brian Allan, our team reveals the paranormal presence in
this foreboding and terrifying location.
COMPREHENSIVE 3 DVD SET
200 min. DVD $2495 883629677545 RYE 0100

Unexplained
Mysteries: Occult
Magick and the
Paranormal 3-DVD
Unexplained Mysteries:
Occult Magick and the
Paranormal, Learn the
Truth about Angels and
Demons, The Magick of
Solomon:
Lemegeton Secrets
Revealed
Learn how to invoke Angels and evoke Spirits to visible
appearance. Stand in the Magick Circle with Masters of
the Art as they conjure the Spirits of Bael and Astaroth
(Baal and Astarte) to visible appearance in the Dark
Mirror upon Solomon’s Triangle. Experience the
Mystery and Transformative Power of Solomon’s
Magick!
The Rites of Magick
The Secret Rites, Magical Empowerments and Powerful
Techniques of a Magical Tradition older than the Golden
Dawn’s Cypher Manuscript. A Journey into the Secret
Realms of Hermetic Yoga (our Western counterpart to
Tibetan Tantras), Magickal Pathworkings (Inner Plane
Projection), Seasonal Ceremonies (The Ancient Rites
of Melchizedek) and Eucharist.
Dark Mirror of Magick
Join a professional TV news crew as they document the
inner sanctum of The Order of the Temple of Astarte to
record a remarkable phenomenon: the summoning of
the ancient spirit Vassago. See the entire operation in
sequence, exactly as it happened. Hear the prophecies
and predictions made by Vassago that occured only
days after the ritual.
COMPREHENSIVE 3 DVD SET OVER FOUR HOURS
OF PARANORMAL MAGICK AND THE OCCULT
Disclaimer – Viewer discretion is advised, do not engage
in these practices without the supervision of an
experienced adept.
250 min. DVD $24.95 86470621798
RYE 0300 3-DVD Set
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Feature
Films
of the 3-year-old’s body he has nothing, and

THE STONE: NO SOUL
UNTURNED DVD
In the UK’s most haunted location,
once residence to the mad Lord
Byron, a group of seekers arrive
hoping to find the truth about life
after death. They have been led
to believe there is something in
this place that can help them attain
the occult enlightenment of the
ancients. Uncovering a centuries
old stone artifact, they are inspired to invoke the spirits of the
dead, but instead, they manifest a dark mirror upon their own
souls. Confronted by their deepest horrors, the seekers encounter
far more than they bargained for, foolishly entering a realm of
which there is no escape. Unknown to them, another group also
inhabit these sacred grounds – guardians of a lost secret. From
a dark and ancient past, comes the oldest enemy man has ever
known, it leaves no soul unturned. You cannot escape The
Stone. Filmed on location at Annesley Hall in Nottinghamshire,
England, this film is a British paranormal thriller in true Hammer
fashion. Featuring real British Druids filmed on location at sacred
and ancient grounds and a host of best-selling authors and
musicians. You will lose sleep You will lose all sense of reality You
will lose your mind YOU CANNOT ESCAPE THE STONE
75 min. DVD $19.95 886470048137

The Point of Regret: A
Killer Unleashed DVD
Thirty years ago William
killed three people, a
mother, a father and an
innocent 3-year-old boy
whose body was never
found. They were his
own family…William was
twelve years old. The
murders captured the
whole of England, with many citizens demanding
execution. Now out of prison, he’s giving Ryan, a
dead-end local reporter, the exclusive on his story,
which will be the biggest one in years. But there’s
a catch. William is psychologically damaged
beyond repair and is now only interested in one
thing, killing himself – and Ryan holds the key.
Five pills being developed by Ryan’s wife’s
pharmaceutical company would do the job easily
and painlessly. William will give Ryan five meetings
to get the story he wants. Five meetings tinged
with mental and physical torture. However, each
meeting costs Ryan a pill, but without the location
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William knows it. It’s a game of Russian roulette
for Ryan because every pill could spell the end
of William, the end of the story, and the secret
being lost forever. In a final shocking twist,
amidst the anger, the bitterness and the
demented theories of a tortured mind, “The
Point of Regret” is ultimately a story of incredible
courage, ultimate sacrifice and love. Starring
Christopher Hatherall (Hatfields & McCoys)
“One of the most important British films of this
generation.” – FMV Magazine
“An official UK applicant to the Sundance Film
Festival.” – UK Film Council
95 min. DVD $19.95 886470647552 RYE1117
Dark Watchers:
The Women In Black DVD
More and more UFO
sightings occur every day.
Across the globe people
are losing time, friends and
loved ones disappear, all
while the Men in Black and
other mysterious enigmas
lurk in the background…
watching. In a sleepy seaside village, three
women search the skies for a sighting of a UFO
that is repeatedly haunting the area. Every day
they venture out until one day they return having
completely lost 4 hours from their lives. Their
need to understand the UFO’s and why they
are here opens a world they could never have
imagined and takes them into the heart of a
dark and secretive universe populated by beings
from another dimension. Coming face to face
with the unknown, they begin to realize that they
have been profoundly affected by their encounter.
To make matters worse, they begin to evolve
into something amazing, yet horrifying –
something beyond their worst nightmares.
Beware the Dark Watchers.
DISCLAIMER – NOT AFFILIATED WITH THE COLUMBIA
PICTURES MEN IN BLACK SERIES.
80 min. DVD $19.95 886470347865 RYE1122

Nightscape:
Dark Reign
of Thanatos DVD
The
ultimate
struggle between
man and the Gods
takes place. Upon
creating the earth
the great god Zelos
grew weary and so
forged in his image
two sons to uphold his kingdom and ensure
its longevity, Aevum and Thanatos. Thanatos
poisoned himself against the will of his brother
and turned to blackness and evil for answers.
From this new hatred, the darkness bore a
final battle to end the rule of either son- for
their father lay dormant, undisturbed and
unaware of his failing hopes. Years later,
Thanatos threatens the very existence of our
world, but something is still preventing him
from total domination as the future of all
humanity lies in the balance.
95 min. DVD $19.95 886470252084 RYE1115
Ghost Encounters:
Paranormal Activity
Abounds DVD
High on the peak of the
Moors stands the Blue
Moon Inn, the home of
Matthew Hopkins for as
long as anybody cares
to remember. Here is
the place where once
e v e r y
century the moon
appears to turn blue and all-manner of
strange and terrifying events are unleashed
upon the land. The time has come again
and with it a small group of interested
individuals. An astronomer, an astrologer
and a documentary filmmaker all arrive
unaware of the pure evil that will befall them.
A nightmare unfolds upon each guest until
the final shocking conclusion. Prepare for
witchcraft, occult rituals and answers to ageold mysteries. Prepare yourselves for the
Blue Moon Inn.
75 min. DVD $24.95 886470164615 RYE1112

Alien Agenda:
Project Grey DVD
It’s fear that they
seek! Dr. Schroder
listens to her
criminally insane
patient as he
recounts the story of
the murder of his four
friends. A story of
infidelity, jealousy
and revenge takes a strange turn revealing an
Alien Agenda. Chip implants, government mind
control, Russian military and Alien visitors form
the puzzle pieces of this science fiction thriller.
A search for the answers leads to the mind
bending truth…It’s our fear that they seek. The
Aliens are HERE and they show no mercy
toward mankind, only disgust for what the
human race has become.
90 min. DVD $19.95 886470302697 RYE1116
Seattle’s Loch Ness:
The Lake Washington
Sea Monster DVD
For hundreds of
years the Wonkatilla
tribe
of
the
Northwestern United
States
has
worshipped a giant
sea creature they
call Willatuk, God of
Ocean, after it saved their lives during the great
earthquake and blizzard of 1736. But now,
scientists and hunters are tracking Willatuk
to study the creature and possibly kill it. Can
Chief Clamintile and his tribe save their “God
of Ocean” from the guns and chains of modern
man, or is it too late? Learn the answers by
watching Willatuk: The Legend of Seattle’s
Sea Serpent. Narrated by Academy Award
nominated actor Graham Greene (Dances
With Wolves, Thunderheart, Into the West)
and featuring Congressman Jim McDermott
of Washington State (Fahrenheit 9/11,
Wounded Heart: Pine Ride and the Sioux,
Children’s Rights: Why America Says No).
Narrated by Academy Award nominated actor
Graham Greene (Dances With Wolves,
Thunderheart)
65 min. DVD $19.95 886470273188 RYE1112

Aleister Crowley:
Legend of
the Beast DVD
Since the onset of
the human race
there have been
those
who
instinctively
understood the
nature of reality and
sought to impose
their will upon it by co-operating with and
honoring the forces that governed it.
Although History has left a rich legacy of
Magick, Magicians and Wizards with such
names as Pythagoras, Paracelsus, John
Dee, Cagliostro, Israel Regardi and Eliphas
Levi, in the modern era there is only one
whose name is still spoken with fearful
reverence as the most powerful and
influential magician who ever lived – Aleister
Crowley. Hailed as the wickedest man alive
and called the Great Beast 666 by his own
mother, Crowley was also one of the most
accomplished philosophers, poets,
authors, mountain climbers, chess players
and sensationalists of his or any other time.
Aleister Crowley was a magnet to all, many
were drawn to his presence and exceptional
wisdom but there were also those that he
repelled. This film looks back on one man’s
amazing journey from his death bed. From
his devout Christian upbringing through his
many aspirations as he looks back on his
life, the sadness, the triumphs, the glory
and the pain of how he lived and loved. The
myth of the Satanist is dispelled and the
true nature of a flawed but great man is
left. A man who dared to live by his own
true will in a time of ignorance, a man with
many demons who invoked and manifested
unimaginable spiritual forces, a man who
truly understood the realms beyond our
reality and claimed, “Do What You Wilt
Shall Be The Whole Of The Law.”
80 min. DVD $19.95 886470473106 RYE1121
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ancient mysteries
interviews with Professor

Mysteries of the Ancient
World 3-DVD
Reality films is pleased to bring
you an unprecedented 3 DVD
Boxed Collectors Set.
SECRETS
OF
THE
SERPENT After years of
research, the real religious
history of the world can be told.
In Secrets of the Serpent,
Philip Gardiner for the first time
reveals that the world’s most
mysterious places were once sacred to the Serpent Cult.
THE CROSS OF THOTH Deep within the great pyramid is
a secret that has remained hidden for over 4000 years. An
ancient instrument designed to unlock mysteries that have
baffled mankind for generations. THE REAL BLOODLINE
Tim Wallace-Murphy talks about the real bloodline of Jesus
Christ and Mary Magdalene, the Secret Brotherhoods, the
Knights Templar, the Cathars and the Sufi’s revealing the
spiritual truths held sacred by these groups. 360 min. DVD
$24.95 883629579535 RYE1040 3-DVD set
Gardiners World – The
Alternative TV Show DVD
Welcome to Gardiner’s
World – the new alternative
TV show where you’ll find
interviews with some of the
most knowledgeable guests
on earth discussing a wide
range of subjects that
include History, Religion,
Ancient Mysteries and all
things Esoteric and Occult.
Filmed exclusively in the UK
for Edge Media TV (Sky) this DVD includes 5 special
interviews with top selling authors, Tim Wallace-Murphy,
Crichton Miller, Robert Feather, Oddvar Olsen and Steve
Mitchell. You’ll learn about newly discovered, exciting facts
from the experts. You’ll hear never before revealed
information on the Knights Templar, newfound Secrets of
the Ancients, Secret Societies, The Holy Grail, Sacred
Treasure, the Essene at Qumran, and you will see an
amazing demonstration of a “working” Celtic cross that will
change your mind on its true purpose and meaning.
100 min. DVD $19.95 883629677538 RYE1046
Gardiners World 2 – The Alternative TV Show DVD
Welcome to Gardiner’s World Series 2 – the new alternative
TV show where you’ll find interviews with some of the most
knowledgeable guests on earth, discussing a wide range of
subjects that include History, Religion, Ancient Mysteries
and all things Esoteric and Occult. Filmed exclusively in the
UK for Edge Media TV (Sky) this DVD includes special
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Hugh Montgomery, Philip
Coppens, Nick Ashron and
Brian Mayne. You’ll learn
about newly discovered,
exciting facts from the
experts. In this special DVD
edition, you’ll hear never
before revealed information
on the God Kings of Europe
and Royal bloodlines
descended from Jesus;
you’ll learn about techniques to improve your mind,
body and soul and you’ll discover the latest research
regarding the pyramids of the world. World renowned
author and filmmaker, Philip Gardiner, delves deep into
these fascinating subjects. Join us now on a unique
journey into the heart of our ancient past.
110 min. DVD $19.95 883629874739 RYE1052
Philip
Gardiner’s
Forbidden Knowledge
Conference 2006 DVD
The Official DVD of the Philip
Gardiner’s For-bidden
Knowledge Con-ference
UK 06 featuring some of
the world’s leading
authors in the subjects of
the
meta-physical,
historical, paranormal
and unexplained: Philip
G a r d i n e r,
Andrew
Collins, Dr Robert Feather, Tim Wallace-Murphy,
Michael Cremo, Crichton Miller, Hamish Miller, Nick Pope,
Alan Alford and special guest Dr. John Jay Harper brought
to you by Conscious Media Network. From the USA,
Michael Cremo, came to present his evidence for the
ancient antiquity of mankind stretching back millions and
millions of years. From the UK, Philip Gardiner spoke
about his experiences at the hands of the sinister order
the Holy Vehm. Andrew Collins gives a remarkable
lecture, the Cygnus Mystery. Alan Alford on the Great
Pyramids and he gave a unique exposition of his beliefs.
Hamish Miller dowsed around the stage and revealed
the earth’s power for all to see. Nick Pope is the British
“Fox Mulder” and he revealed the British X-Files for
all. Then Tim Wallace-Murphy, spoke about how to
crack the symbol code. Crichton Miller revealed the
spiritual depths and physical uses of the ancient Celtic
Cross and the amazing Robert Feather revealed the
Jesus of the Essene and the burial place of John the
Baptist. 90 min. DVD $24.95 883629103037 RYE1094
3-DVD Set

Ancient Mysteries
Gnosis: The Secret Of Solomon’s
Temple Revealed DVD
Gnosis, the Secret of Solomon’s Temple
Revealed DVD Philip Gardiner is a best
selling UK author who has been
researching the world of the esoteric for
over 15 years. “Gnosis: The Secret of
Solomon’s Temple Revealed,” Gardiner
proposes that not only didn’t Solomon’s
Temple exist as we know it, but in fact had
a much deeper significance. Solomon’s
Temple in Jerusalem, reputed to be the
source of the most esoteric knowledge in
human history—has fascinated scholars, seekers and dreamers for centuries.
From the Queen of Sheba and the arcane secrets of the Christian Gnostics
to the Muslim Sufi and Hindu Avatars, Gnosis weaves a tale that is both
profound and precise. Gardiner declares that the truth of Solomon’s Temple
has been known all along within the realm of esoteric understanding. 60
mins DVD $19.95 828341011468 RYE 1001
The Cross of Thoth DVD
Lost in the thread of time, an incredible
discovery has emerged from the dust
of ages. Deep within the great pyramid
is a secret that has remained hidden for
over 4000 years. An ancient instrument
designed to unlock mysteries that have
baffled mankind for generations. The
seal is broken. Within this film you will
find the knowledge of the greatest
Magicians that ever walked our planet.
Crichton Miller in his intrepid journey to
uncover the secrets of the past has
stumbled upon a symbol that can only be called a great treasure. Through
his tenacious spirit, Miller discovered a profound secret used for millennia,
once lost and now revealed for the first time. materialism and religion.
The Cross of Thoth reveals the hidden truth to mankind’s most revered
symbol. 101 min. DVD $19.95 883629180403 RYE1006

Secrets Of The Serpent DVD
Across time and across the world, an
ancient serpent cult once dominated
mankind. Then a great battle ensued
and Christianity stamped it’s authority
on the face of the planet. Now, after
years of research, the real religious
history of the world can be told. Philip
Gardiner for the first time reveals the
world’s most mysterious places were
once sacred to the serpent cult. The
history and mythology of the so-called
reptilian agenda and alien visitation in ancient times now has a solid
opponent – giving answers for the many symbols and myths often
confused by those who believe in such things. In Secrets of the
Serpent, the author reveals the real “bloodline” spoken of by Dan
Brown in the Da Vinci Code – it was in fact a serpent bloodline.
60 mins DVD $19.95 883629099989 RYE1002
The Real Bloodline DVD
Tim Wallace-Murphy is an
international best selling author
known throughout the world for his
deep knowledge of Rosslyn, the
Knights Templar, Sacred Geometry
and Rex Deus – the real bloodline
of Jesus Christ and the sacred
continuation of esoteric and gnostic
knowledge. In this unique DVD Tim
Wallace-Murphy talks about the real
bloodline of Jesus Christ and Mary
Magdalene, the Secret Brotherhoods, the Knights Templar, the
Cathars, the Sufi’s and reveals the spiritual truths held sacred by
these groups for centuries. We are given a wonderful and mystical
insight into the true wisdom of the ages. If you have been intrigued
by the Da Vinci Code then what you are about to experience will
have you inspired and overwhelmed with new insights and new
information that has been kept from the masses for too long. Prepare
to enter a world of mystery …
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629224176 RYE1009

Conspiracies of the Ancient World: The Secret Knowledge of Modern Rulers 3 DVD
There are many mysteries in the world, from Bigfoot to Aliens but some run deeper than we can imagine and are older
than time itself. This comprehensive film contains decades of intense research from some of the world’s leading authors on
ancient mysteries. International best-selling author, Robert Bauval reveals his amazing research into the hidden legacy
of ancient Egypt. Almost everything we once believed about the origins of our civilization is challenged with a startling
revelation. Philip Gardiner is a leading authority on serpent worship and has explored mysteries around the globe.
Gardiner exposes the biggest religious cover-up in history as he expounds upon the underlying reasons for Serpent
Worship, past and present, and provides remarkable evidence for an ancient and worldwide annihilation of its practices
and discovers the real history of our religious past. Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem is reputed to be the depository of the
most esoteric knowledge in human history. For generations, scholars and researchers have tried to discover the secrets
of its origin and the mysteries purportedly concealed within. Explore the fascinating secrets brought back by the infamous
Knight’s Templar and the truth at the heart of ancient Freemasonry. “Conspiracies of the Ancient World” is a comprehensive presentation on ancient
knowledge purposely concealed from the world by sinister forces with a hidden agenda. COMPREHENSIVE 3 DVD SET
200 min. DVD $24.95 886470333448 RYE 0200
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Biographies and Feature Films
Elementary My Dear Watson:
The Man Behind Sherlock
Holmes DVD
Gaslights,
horse-drawn
carriages, a fog-filled London
and the rise of the British
Empire all bring to mind the
period of Jack the Ripper,
Queen Victoria and of course
the enigmatic Sherlock
Holmes. He is without doubt
the most famous detective in
print and on film. But there is another character in the stories
that is often neglected and misunderstood – Dr. Watson. What
is the secret of this seemingly unassuming man? Where did
the influences used by Doyle come from? Is Watson a mirror
to elements of Conan Doyle himself?The contemporary world
of Sherlock Holmes was one of great change and hope and
yet also filled with war and fear. Did these influences help to
form the plots and characters created by Doyle? In this
fascinating new film by award-winning filmmaker and bestselling author, Philip Gardiner and author of numerous books,
Brian Allen, we unlock the mysteries of Dr. Watson, the man
behind Sherlock Holmes.
120 min. DVD $24.95 883629733548 RYE1064
Diary of a Vampire, the Legacy
of Bram Stoker DVD
“There are mysteries which men
can only guess at, which age by
age they may solve only in part.”
Bram Stoker. What are the
mysteries which mere men can
only guess at? Have we finally
solved all the puzzles? “To die, to
be really dead, that would be
glorious.” Dracula. Why would it
be glorious to be really dead? What message was Bram Stoker
trying to tell us in his tales of Dracula? One of the darkest tales
ever to emerge from the mind of man is the story of the archVampire, Dracula. It took Bram Stoker more than seven years
to unravel and re-tell the history and mystery of this ancient
myth. In all this time he must have uncovered more than just a
simple horror story. This work investigates Bram Stoker, his
life, his friends, his associations and in so doing we find clues
to the real truth behind the tale of Dracula. We enter the dark
world of the vampire, its past, present and future. We delve
into the dark recesses within the mind of man and come away
with mysteries only guessed at in each age. We discover that
to be dead, really dead, is indeed glorious.
60 min. DVD $19.95 883629554631 RYE1035
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The Madness of
Sherlock Holmes DVD
Sherlock Holmes is probably
the most famous detective in
the world. The tales of his
exploits have been seen in
magazines, books, television
screens, the movies and
even in computer games.
And yet, there is a mysterious
side to this fictional character
that has eluded and yet
drawn us for decades. In a
way reminiscent of Holme’s art of deduction,this film gets to
grips with the creator of Sherlock Holmes, Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, and uncovers an even more bizarre and mysterious
tale than anybody could have expected. From secret societies
to the occult, from peer pressure to inner turmoil, this is a
story of such depth that it will speak to one and all. Uncovering
dark secrets of Conan Doyle, this film finally explains what
experiences and influences helped to forge the character of
not just Sherlock Holmes, but also Moriarty and Watson..
75 min. DVD $19.95 883629315195 RYE1018
A War to End All Wars
DVD
A lavish production featuring
two fascinating and unique
tales of World War I, this
Reality Films DVD is an
absolute must for any World
War enthusiast. Complete
with historical re-enactments
and battle scenes, historically
researched costumes and
locations all across Europe
help the viewer live and feel
the experience firsthand. In “Murder on the Hill” we follow
UK Broadcaster Robin Thompson as he reveals an untold
and tragic tale. Ruthless and incompetent military command
resulted in the deaths of many brave men. “A Soldier’s
Return” takes us on a fascinating journey from 1916 to the
present day. We see and hear the tragedy of war firsthand
and experience the recreated sights and sounds of battle
of those who were there. We learn the story of Corporal
Robert Beveridge – a born leader, decorated for bravery
in the field – who was forgotten for so long but is now
immortalized.
120 min. DVD $19.95 885444177880 RYE1072

The Seekers Guide to
Harry Potter DVD
The Seekers Guide to Harry
Potter takes you on a
journey and exploration into
the underlying themes of J.K
Rowling’s fantastically
successful Harry Potter
series. Drawing from her
unique background and
personal experiences, the
author provides original
insights into the mysticism, magic and symbolism within
the world of Harry Potter. Dr. Geo Trevarthen is an
academic who has painstakingly researched the Harry
Potter craze. She goes far beyond the normal criteria and
steps into a world of real magic and its shamanic past. In
doing so she reveals the origins of many of the elements
found within the novels and films. Join us in this fascinating
and beautifully crafted film as we journey into a world full
of mystery and wonder.
80 min. DVD $19.95 885444443015 RYE1087
Birds Of Norfolk: A Bird
Watchers Dream DVD
Birds of Norfolk is one of the
most beautiful films available
from one of the world’s most
diverse natural habitats.
Norfolk, England, has an
amazing array of wildlife and
in this wonderful film, nature
photographers, Rob and Jill
Wilson, show over 100
species of birds including the
Bittern, Black-winged Stilt, Spoonbill, White-crowned
Sparrow, Marsh Harrier and the Slender-billed Gull. We
discover the relaxing scenes of rural Norfolk with the
amazing diversity of habitats, harbors, grazing marshes,
bluebell woods, rivers and saltwater lagoons. Other wildlife
found within Norfolk are also presented such as the seals
at Waxham Beach, adders on the heath and dragonflies
in the reedbeds. In short, this film is a stunning, visual
delight for all bird watching and nature enthusiasts.
Narration by Kevan Brighting. Music by Alex Ball, Howard
Reece, Personal Victory. Production by Paul Desira. Cover
images by Rob and Jill Wilson. JOURNEY THROUGH
ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL NATURAL
HABITATS, FEATURING OVER 100 SPECIES OF BIRDS
AND AN ABUNDANCE OF WILDLIFE.
93 min. DVD $19.95 885444274756 RYE1078

Robin Hood: The Truth
Behind Hollywood’s Most
Filmed Legend DVD
Robin Hood is probably the most
legendary and well known
character in the world. His exploits
have been seen across the world
in books, films, TV shows and
even computer games. But what
is the truth about this enigmatic
man? Russell Crowe plays the
fictional movie character expertly
but the REAL Robin Hood is far more exciting than any fantastical
Hollywood Film. Did Robin Hood, Maid Marion and the Outlaws
really exist? Where did these tales originate from? What is the
amazing truth to the Legend and Myth? In this film, best-selling
author and award-winning filmmaker Philip Gardiner goes on
an amazing journey into the heart of the timeless tale of the
Hooded Man. He travels back thousands of years and unlocks
the mystery and the myth. This film was shot on location in
Sherwood Forest, England which is the very same place that
Robin Hood and his band are said to have called their
headquarters. Gardiner is joined by a cast of real life outlaws
including the present day Robin Hood and Maid Marion.
Featuring dramatic reconstructions and amazing Special
Features with beautiful music, produced by James Earnshaw
and musical group No Redemption, this film is a must see for all
fans of real life adventure and fantasy.
70 min. DVD $19.95 885444208638 RYE1073
Strange Is Normal: The Amazing
Life of Colin Wilson DVD
With one hundred and fifty books to
his name and decades of being in
the spotlight, Colin Wilson is a legend
of the literary world. His books have
explored everything from the
infamous Moors Murders and Jack
the Ripper to Nostradamus, the
Occult and life after death. His science
fiction novels have inspired
Hollywood films and his circle of
friends included such people as
Marilyn Monroe, Sir Laurence Olivier & Roald Dahl. Many
have said that this incredibly prolific author who shot to overnight
fame with his book, The Outsider, is the last of the greats. In this
unique and exclusive film we go inside the home and mind of
Colin Wilson to discover what makes him tick and get the insider
story on time spent amongst the rich and famous. We hear about
his amazing research and conclusions on the peak experience
and life after death. This DVD also includes a special interview
with the woman behind the man – Colin’s wife, Joy.
100 min. DVD $19.95 885444443008 RYE1086
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Biographies and Feature Films
Beyond The
Barbed Wire: An
Artists View of
the Holocaust
DVD
Beyond
The
Barbed Wire: An
Artists View of the
Holocaust is the
story of Ben Altman
and the miracle of
life. As a child, Ben
wanted to become a painter but his life
circumstances did not allow that freedom, instead
he learned the practical skills of a tailor. During
WWII, Ben’s first wife and son were captured and
taken to Auschwitz. After spending the night
together on the streets of a ghetto in Poland, he
never saw them again. Later, Ben survived 5
different camps because his skills were useful to
the Nazis. After his camp was freed by the
Russians, Ben went on to live in San Francisco
and to make his living as a tailor, eventually
becoming the official tailor for the San Francisco
Opera House. It was after his retirement that a
lifetime of memories poured out of him, and onto
his canvases. The images of his dreams and
emotions are not only a powerful reminder of a
brutal period in his life and in human history, but
they are also an inspiration and a reminder that
our thoughts create who we are. Featuring
commentary and insight by Fred Alan Wolf, best
selling author and star of the hit film “What the
Bleep Do We Know”, Beyond The Barbed Wire is
testament of the human will to survive and
transcend even the most horrifying and powerless
situations, never losing hope and never losing sight
of our dreams. 110 min. DVD $19.95
885444239434 RYE1075

Committing Poetry
In Times of War DVD
An award-winning,
cutting-edge
d o c u m e n t a r y,
COMMITTING
POETRY IN TIMES
OF WAR is a poetic
glance
at
a
community’s response
to the suspension and firing of teachers who
supported their students’ rights to speak out on
the war and the subsequent police brutality that
ensued, forcefully moving peaceful protestors at
gunpoint into “free speech zones.” The very fabric
of the Constitution was crumbling, yet out of this
fire arose a diverse community of musicians and
poets. With its blood pounding “Slam Poetry”
uniting a community in support of our fundamental
freedoms, this documentary is a testament to our
collective creative spirit representing a path toward
transformation and hope. Experience the power
of creativity to speak your mind … and change
the world!
POETRY FILM OF THE YEAR
Telluride Talking Gourds Poetry Festival
BEST HUMAN RIGHTS FILM
Taos Mountain Film Festival
BEST DOCUMENTARY NOMINATION
South Africa Everglades Film Festival

The Initiation of
Alice in
Wonderland: The
Looking Glass of
Lewis Carroll DVD
Strange
lands,
peculiar animated
beings and altered
perceptions created to
entertain and confuse.
White Rabbits, a Mad
Queen, a baby
transforming into a pig
and conundrums by the score – what on earth
does it all mean? Lewis Carroll was the enigmatic
man who created a magical and surreal reality
populated by characters mined from the depths of
his imagination. Were they simple tales of fantasy
to entertain children or something considerably
more profound? Everyone knows that Johnny
Depp plays the Mad Hatter in the Tim Burton film,
Alice in Wonderland, but few know of the amazing
man who first imagined the world of Alice in
Wonderland. In this film we explore the wonderful
world of Lewis Carroll and for the first time delve
deep into the mind of the man to discover the
hidden mysteries and meanings behind his
incredible creations. Prepare for a journey through
the looking glass and to enter a realm of fantastic
adventure and mystery.Written and directed by
best selling author and award winning filmmaker,
Philip Gardiner, and co- written by author Brian
Allan.
60 min. DVD $19.95 885444097591 RYE1069

“Great insights into the human drama and our human
potential!” Ashland Daily Tidings

120 min. DVD $19.95 883629826813 RYE1047

The Extraordinary Voyages of Jules Verne DVD
The fantastic tales of adventure penned over a hundred years ago by Jules Verne still live in the minds and hearts of millions.
Futuristic concepts and legendary heroes mix with visions of a utopian world and crazed madmen, and yet, this incredible legacy
is still misunderstood and misinterpreted. Hundreds of writers have tried desperately to analyze the writings of Jules Verne, claiming
on the one hand that there is an underlying sexual message, on the other that he is guiding us towards some hidden and lost
treasure. But what is the truth? Were these highly successful stories simply great works of fiction? Or do they really hold a message
for us today? In this film, we dissect the most famous of tales and discover the truth. From “Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea” to “Around the World in Eighty Days,” from “The Mysterious Island” to “Journey to the Center of the Earth,” this film scrutinizes
both the author and the meaning of his work. This is a voyage into the world of Jules Verne, the father of science fiction. The
Extraordinary Voyages of Jules Verne; An Odyssey from the Sea to the Air, from the Earth to the Moon 69 min. DVD $19.95
883629511740 RYE 1034
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SPIRITUAL Films
Bridging Heaven
& Earth Series
One DVD
Bridging Heaven &
Earth, an international spiritual talk
show, is produced by
The
Bridging
Heaven & Earth
Foundation. Focussing on the opening
the heart; BHE
strives to bridge the spiritual and the physical, the
human and the divine, heaven and earth within
each one and the Oneness in all Life. José
Argüelles is perhaps best known for his role in
initiating the world famous Harmonic Convergence
global peace meditation of August 16-17, 1987,
he was also one of the originators of the Earth
Day concept and is recognized as the father of
the Whole Earth Festival, now in its 33rd year at
Davis, California. Daniel Pinchbeck is an author
and advocate of the use of psychedelic substances
such as LSD, Psilocybin mushrooms and peyote
for enriching people’s intellectual, psychological
and spiritual beliefs through the psychedelic experience. He is the son of painter Peter Pinchbeck and writer Joyce Johnson. Philip Gardiner is
an international best selling author and award winning film maker. His works include Gateways to
the Otherworld, Order of the Alchemists and Secret Societies. Michael Tamura is revered around
the world as a master teacher, life coach, visionary, healer, clairvoyant, and pioneer of spiritual
healing and psychic development. His award-winning book, You Are The Answer, is highly celebrated and his powerful seminars are booked long
in advance as people flock to experience his unique
No Pain – All Gain approach and profound healing work.
240 min. DVD $19.95 883629575988 RYE1038
Finding God: The
Enlightenment DVD
How do we find God in
a senseless world
where we are overloaded with information
and technology, distraught by the futility of
politics and are constantly being controlled
by the machines of
progress? In a world obsessed with power and
control, many are finding the inner peace we all

seek by taking a step back instead of “forward” to
identify with nature and common sense, back to
the Garden of Eden in a sense. God has a far
deeper and more personal meaning beyond the
increasing complications of world religions and the
rapid “progress” that mankind claims to be experiencing. To be enlightened had a more meaningful
significance to our ancient ancestors. This deluxe
3 DVD set serves as a guide for those who are
searching to connect with something greater than
all of us, the indefinable presence of God. From
quantum theory, to lost secrets of the ages, unlock for yourself the true key to the laws of attraction and self-empowerment and discover what the
Gnostics, Freemasons, Shamans and other wisdom keepers have known for millennia.
200 min. DVD $19.95 885444681615 RYE 1096
Quantum
Mind of God
DVD
What is the
meaning of
existence? Is
there a Grand
Architect? Is
there
an
ultimate truth
searched for by
countless
generations and lost in the mists of time? Today
we have a new science, a new terminology to
explain and expound upon the biggest beliefs and
religious systems. It has become apparent that
the truth and understanding of our inner-selves is,
in the end, our ultimate quest. The void between
belief and reality is indicative of the troubled planet
we live on. As we all approach a dynamic future,
the answers will emerge although they might not
be what we’re expecting. Philip Gardiner is the
international best-selling author of Gnosis, the
Secret of Solomon’s Temple and The Ark the
Shroud and Mary among others. He speaks at
conferences across the globe, from the Australian
Scientific and Metaphysical Symposium to
Universities throughout Europe. He has been
featured on the Discovery Channel and appeared
on Fox News and hundreds of television and radio
shows on his personal crusade to uncover the truth
behind myths, legends and ancient mysteries.
240 min. DVD $19.95 883629224183 RYE1096

Buddha Wild: The
Monk In A Hut
DVD
Award
winning
feature documentary
BUDDHA WILD,
directed
and
presented by award
winning film maker
and actress, Anna
Wilding, is a beautiful
and moving film that
is a refreshing and entertaining syn-thesis of
Eastern and Western culture, without a nibble of
Hollywood cheese. This engaging movie touches
on hot-button issues like the roles of women,
racism, politics, the environment, and celibacy in
a monk’s daily life. Special Features include
unreleased interviews, director’s commentary and
an appearance by His holiness the Dalai Lama.
240 min. DVD $24.95 885444971075 RYE1085
Gateways to the
Otherworld:
Quantum Mind of
God part 2 DVD
This DVD provides
answer to the most
profound question
mankind has been
asking himself for as
long as there has
been consciousness
– is there life after death? We discover that a
technique exists in which we can all travel and
journey to “other realities” which exist within us.
Through the science of quantum physics, Gardiner
shows that ancient man was far more advanced
than we previously believed. The author actually
undergoes his own experiments to prove the point.
Is there a universal frequency so perfect that it
allows the mind to travel into other realms? Did
our ancestors know of this special harmony? How
does all this relate now to the holographic universe
and the concept of quantum entanglement? Does
the Great Pyramid hold a real secret to the
quantum realm? Are there ancient methods of
healing here that would benefit mankind? In an all
encompassing work, the author uses the science
of the day in conjunction with the most ancient of
teachings bringing them into the current day reality.
60 mins DVD $19.95 883629266930 RYE1016
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Spiritual Films
Ancient Code
DVD
Some
say the end of
mankind is near.
Some say that
financial turmoil is
part of the process,
along with global
warming, warfare
and the spread of
mass psychosis.
Children are fed drugs to keep them calm; nations
are invaded by their neighbors; the climate is
changing all around us; celebrities become our
gods and materialism is the new mantra. But what
is the real truth? Is there an answer to all this?
Does not the problem increase as the population
of mankind multiplies beyond all reason? Are our
material lives making us happier and if so, then
why so many self-help books, films and
philosophies? It can’t be denied that the times are
changing. Every day sees new challenges for our
species, while we cause mayhem and madness
on an unbelievable scale. But there is a ratio to it
all, a rhyme and reason behind everything that we
do and everything that affects us. In Ancient Code
– The Movie, a group of experts will harness a
power so great that our ancestors were in awe of
it. This power has been hidden and lost.
Knowledge of it has been destroyed. Many have
sought to rediscover it and wield it and many have
fallen foul of their own selfishness. Like mad
magicians seeking to rule the world, men of renown
have fleetingly seen the incredible nature of this
Ancient Code and all too often they have missed
the point. Today we too have missed the point.
We spend our lives naming things and separating
them, when they remain whole all the same. We
vainly believe that we can disconnect ourselves.
It needs no material gain. It needs no hatred and
warfare. It needs no drugs. You are the key to the
code. Starring Graham Jarvis and featuring Dr.
Tim Wallace-Murphy, Prof. Hugh Montgomery,
Brian Allan, Steve Mitchell, Nick Ashron, Nick
Pope, Johnny Ball, Philip Gardiner and the voice
of O. H. Krill. An Ancient Code Production in
association with Reality Films. Written by Philip
Gardiner, with excerpts by Steve Mitchell, Mike
Stone & O. H. Krill. Directed by Philip Gardiner.
80 min. DVD $19.95 883629874692 RYE1050
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The Spiritual
World DVD
Recorded live at The
Seventh International
Conference on Science & Consciousness in April 2005 in
Sante Fe, Mexico.
The Spiritual World
discussion is designed
to instruct the aspirant
on the realities of the
hidden universe. Dr. Mitchell Earl Gibson has explored the spiritual world for more than 20 years
and brings a wealth of knowledge regarding the
journey of the human soul from the before-life state,
to incarnation, to the after-life, and beyond. This
discussion will provide the seeker with an enlightened orientation to the Spiritual World. Once in a
great while, the Creator grants us the opportunity
for a rare glimpse into the inner workings of Nature. The mysteries of the spiritual world have remained hidden for thousands of years. During a
series of intense revelations and divine interventions, Dr. Gibson was granted an extraordinary
glimpse into the powerful innermost essence of the
universe… the spiritual world. Join us for a once
in a lifetime workshop of empowerment and selfexploration. This fascinating presentation will supercharge your spiritual journey and help you
find a new beginning for your life. This talk is captured on one full length DVD. More than three
hours of audio and video with question and answer sessions allow you to experience the phenomenon for yourself. Dr. Mitchell Earl Gibson is a
board-certified forensic psychiatrist, author, and
public speaker. He received his medical degree
from the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, completing his residency training at the Albert
Einstein Medical Center in Philadelphia. His profound experiences documented in hid book “Your
Immortal Body of Light” have led him on a healing
path outside of traditional medicine. Dr. Gibson
teaches a spiritual development course and conducts seminars on the topics presented in this DVD.
180 min. DVD $19.95 883629256467 RYE 1017
Keys to the Code : Unlocking the Secrets in
Symbols DVD
In this second installment of this exclusive series we
learn the sacred truths of ancient and medieval symbolism employed by secret societies such as the Freemasons. We listen to the teachings from across the
ages, drawn together from a lifetime of learning. Tim
Wallace-Murphy regularly travels the globe teach-

ing at Masonic
Lodges, Spiritual
Retreats and major conferences.
Here for the first
time we can listen
to the wisdom of
our ancestors in
the comfort of our
own home and
delve into the mind
of one who truly understands the sacred nature of
God on earth as seen by ancient Gnostics and understand the psychological and spiritual power of
symbols. From cave paintings to Egypt and from
pagan sculptures to Christian churches we are led
on a journey of profound depth. It’s time to listen to the
voice of wisdom…
60+ min. DVD $24.95 883629266923 RYE 1012
The Rainbow
Serpent: Dawn
of the New Age
Beyond 2012
DVD
The Rainbow Serpent is a powerful
and ancient energy
current that travels
around the world
from Uluru (Ayres
Rock, Australia) linking Planetary Chakras. The Aborigines knew this serpent well, their age old stories
tell of two serpents; a female snake Kuniya and her
nephew Liru, who meet at Uluru. The Rainbow Serpent feature documentary encompasses one man’s
five year pilgrimage. Join Tor Webster in his travels
around the earth’s chakra points, communicating and
exploring global unity consciousness and discussing
spirituality with tribal elders and sacred rites with the
local spiritual communities. Gaia’s energy system is
remarkably similar to our own with our connection to
the earth far greater than we realize, WE are the
awareness of the planet and its only hope of salvation. Linking the myths and legends from all over the
planet, we find a deep culture that has been lost to the
sands of time. This film aims to inspire people to travel
consciously around the world and into their own
hearts.
120 min. DVD $19.95 886470654833 RYE 1126

BigFoot and Monsters
BIGFOOT IS REAL!: Sasquatch to the
Abominable Snowman 2- DVD Set
OVER 4 HOURS OF BIGFOOT! Amazing
Accounts of Bigfoot from around the World
Are these eyewitnesses seeing an
apparition or is this creature real? Listen to
the riveting testimony of those who have
encountered the beast first hand and decide
for yourself. Bigfoot or Sasquatch attributes
from numerous reports include: The smell
of a Sasquatch far exceeds that of a bear or other mammals, many cases
report an intolerable stench when a Bigfoot is in the area. They vocalize
in terrifyingly, high pitched scream like mannerisms, many recordings
have surfaced in recent years. They knock trees with branches and logs,
reportedly to communicate with each other over long distances. They
throw rocks and boulders, there are countless cases with the creature
throwing rocks at campers, even boulders from hill tops if disturbed. They
live in family units, many cases report the sighting of not one but two or
more individuals at a time, often with young in tow. They may have
developed a language, many reports tell of a whinnying or gurgling
whistle sound associated with their possible speech patterns. They leave
very distinct footprints, many of these prints have dermal ridges and other
anomalies that rule out a hoax. Is Bigfoot real? You will believe after
viewing this fascinating collection.
250 min. DVD $24.95 885444392139 RYE1084 2-DVD Set
The Wildman of Kentucky, the Mystery
of Panther Rock
DVD
There is probably no other unknown
creature that arouses more curiosity than
the Bigfoot or Sasquatch. Yes, there is the
Loch Ness Monster, the Chupacabra and
other great beasts of Lore but the Bigfoot
remains the most compelling as it pulls us
towards ourselves…shadowing the
unknown X factor of our very origins. The
case files contain thousands of reported
sightings, yet no actual specimen has ever been found. Hundreds of
photographs exist, but the creature has not been identified. Still, the
clues accumulate year after year. In the words of one Bigfoot
investigator, “It is an extremely complex phenomenon with no starting
point and few geographical limits.” If this creature does exist then it most
certainly must be a relative of man. Species? Unknown at this time. In
the heart of Kentucky there is an ancient and sacred ground known as
Panther Rock. For many years tales of strange events have been
reported but never investigated in full. Now, for the first time an intrepid
group of explorers ventures into the unknown to discover the truth.
Join the Reality Team of Special Investigators as they uncover new
Bigfoot witnesses and historical tales. Journey with them into the dark
woods of the Frazier Land and witness amazing paranormal and often
terrifying events. Computer Generated Recreations – Music by

Freakhouse and other Reality Artists- Exclusive Footage and Expert
Witnesses – New Interpretations of Strange Phenomena Footage of
the Unknown in Anderson, County KY
120 min. DVD $19.95 883629621203 RYE1036
Real Monsters - Bigfoott, Aliens,
Creatures from the Unknown
2-DVD
Mythical creatures abound in the woods
and the forests, but eyewitness testimony
from around globe reveals that some
creatures reported by those who have
experienced them are REAL, in fact very
real. In 1952, the Braxton County Monster
was seen by at least 14 people - including
a group of young boys who saw a UFO fall
to earth. Upon approaching, it was glowing and hissing; they shined
a flashlight on it and saw not only a downed UFO, but also a huge,
almost indescribable creature. Was this one of the first Alien sightings
in history? You decide. Is Bigfoot man or beast? Researchers even
have hair and tissue samples that come back from the lab marked
“unknown primate,” not to mention the number of eyewitness accounts
from highly credible people. Is Bigfoot the missing link, or a throwback
from the Ice Age? This DVD set takes you to their breeding grounds
high above the Arctic Circle, where proof was found of an ever
increasing population of this mysterious beast. See rare actual footage
of the giants of the north in their natural habitat and more. Also included
in this comprehensive 2 DVD set are sinister reptilian aliens that
reportedly are being held captive in Area 51. Learn of their agenda
and how it coincides with the New World Order!
350 min. DVD $24.95 886470114832
RYE1107 2-DVD Set
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COMEDIES
The Flirting Club DVD
Jamie is 29 going on 12. A loser and a virgin to boot, he has one month to meet a real girl otherwise he has
to marry Laura “the human pig” from next door, a marriage set up by his parents. He’s hampered by his best
mate Bill, stuck with a schoolboy infatuation for his smoking hot boss, has two left feet and zero dating skills, until
an accidental encounter with his local flirting club gives him hope. The group of thirty-something singles and
Miriam, their teacher who has an unusual approach to flirting success, seem unlikely to succeed. But as
everyone knows, the course to true love is never easy and the gang of misfits soon learns that getting it right
is more about being you then trying to be someone else. From Academy Award Nominated Director Alex
Jovy and Director James Bedford “The Flirting Club” has been hailed as “male Bridget Jones meets
American Pie.”
“A Male Bridget Jones meets American Pie” Kerosene Bomb
“Look Out Russell Brand” Videoscope
“Goofy, Raunchy and Delicious!” Variety
90 min. DVD $19.95 886470342594 RYE1118
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